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HABITATS DIRECTIVE 
Review of Consents Stage 1 and 2
Manchester Mosslands SAC
Astley and Bedford Moss 
Holcroft Moss 
Risley Moss
SUMMARY -  MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS cS AC
Manchester Mosslands cS AC
No. identified at Stage 1 No. assessed at stage 2 as 
potential ‘likely significant effect’
Astley & 
Bedford
Holcroft Risley Astley & 
Bedford
Holcroft Risley
Water Quality
Discharge
Consents
53 38 29 0 0 0
Waste
Management
Licences
30 26 20 0 0 0
Abstraction
Licences
17 13 13 0 0 1
IPC/IPPC Permits 42 24 30 < 21 17 19
RAS 0 0 2 0 0 0
TOTAL 142 101 104 21 17 20
Search Criteria
Criteria used in screening for stage 1 of the Review of Consents is in accordance with the 
Environment Agency technical guidance. Distances have been measured from the boundary 
of the European site, where these are made up of a number of SSSIs each has been considered 
separately. The following table outlines the criteria used for each type of consent:
Screening criteria for review of consents.
Consent Type Buffer Zone
Water Quality Consents Within 3 km
Water Resources abstractions Within 3 km
Waste Management Licenses Landfills within 5km
Licensed waste management facilities within 2km
PIR Authorisations IPPC permissions within 10km 
Power stations within 15km
RAS - nuclear sites within 5km others licensed for disposal 
e.g. hospitals within 1km
Methodology
GIS Arcview has been used to identify consents within the specified distances of each 
component of the Manchester Mosslands cSAC respectively; data held within GIS Arcview 
comes directly from public register databases (this information is updated routinely as new 
consents are issued). The GIS maps have been attached to the corresponding pro-forma to 
assist in determining significant effect for stage 2 of the review.
Points to note
The Environment Agency Regional Groundwater Team have provided information on the 
ground and surface water regime surrounding the Manchester Mosslands cSAC which has 
enabled many licensed abstractions and all water quality discharge consents to be ruled out at 
stage 2. These maps can be found in the appendix to the pro-formas.
Stage 1 and 2 Review of Consents
Site Name: MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS cSAC - Astley & Bedford Moss 
Contents:
1. Sign off sheet
2. Summary
3. Proformas and CIS maps
Stage 1 proformas Stage 2 proformas GIS maps
PIR/RAS
authorisations Y / /
Discharge Consents
/ /
Abstraction
Licenses / >/ • /
Waste Management 
Licenses
4. Site Issue Brief 
• Additional information 
Hydrogeological maps
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 : Abstraction Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
Astley and Bedford Mosses
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: Component of Manchester Mosses cSAC
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats (sensitive to acidification) 
Degraded raised bog (still capable of natural regeneration).
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with Water Resources Trans Regional Action Group Guidance Document. See 
GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR SW/GW Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill 
site)
25/69/016/025 SJ 676 982 GW Standpipe fed by artesian supply at Hawkhurst Farm, Leigh. 
For general agricultural use. (1km)
25/69/016/030 SJ 680 982 GW Borehole at Bridge House Farm, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use. (1km)
25/69/016/047 SJ 675 980 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (1km)
25/69/016/076 SJ 674 966 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (1km)
25/69/016/002 SJ 673 988 GW Borehole at Sandypool Farm, Leigh. For general agricultural 
use. (21cm)
25/69/016/004 SJ 678 987 GW Borehole at Grange Farm, Leigh. For general agricultural use. 
(21cm)
25/69/016/046 SJ 684 962 SW Tributary of Glaze Brk at Holmleigh farm, Glazebury. For 
general agricultural use. (21cm)
25/69/016/053 SJ 672 980 SW Reservoir fed by surface drainage, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (21cm)
25/69/016/073 SJ 687 961 GW Borehole at Whitegate Farm, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/013 SJ 674 997 GW Borehole at Hall House Lane, Leigh. For industrial / 
commercial use. (31cm)
25/69/016/020 SJ 673 003 SW 2 Reservoirs fed by surface drainage, Gloucester Street. For 
industrial / commercial use. (31cm)
25/69/016/065 SD 688 000 GW Borehole at Hadbutt Lane, Tydlesley. For industrial / 
commercial use. (3km)
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (31cm)
25/69/016/074 SJ 662 983 SW Pennington Brk at Hopecarr Nature Reserve, Leigh. For 
industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 GW
Borehole at Woodlands Farm, Cadishead Moss. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (31cm)
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (31cm)
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (31cm)
Notes for Water Resources (EA):
Total licences = 17 PWS = 0
Ground water (GW) licences = 8 Agriculture =11
Surface water (SW) licences = 9 Industry = 6
Other = 0
ASTLEY AND BEDFORD MOSSES ABSTRACTION LICENCES - STAGE 1 SUMMARY
Licence Holder NGR Dist G/S Description Use ' Annual (m3) Daily (m3)
25/69/016/025 PATRICK JNR SJ 676 982 1 GW
Standpipe fed by artesian supply at Hawkhurst 
Farm, Leigh. Agric. 830 2
25/69/016/030 HOUGHTON SJ 680 982 1 GW Borehole at Bridge House Farm, Glazebury. Agric. 1825 5
25/69/016/047 BENTS GARDEN CENTRE LTD SJ 675 980 1 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 2300 160
25/69/016/076 FH COOKSON & SONS SJ 674 966 1 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 13640 873
25/69/016/002 HODSON SJ 673 988 2 GW Borehole at Sandypool Farm, Leigh. Agric. 1773 5
25/69/016/004 EDEN SJ 678 987 2 GW Borehole at Grange Farm, Leigh. Agric. 2987 8
25/69/016/046 A E MARSHALL & SONS LTD SJ 684 962 2 SW
Tributary of Glaze Brk at Holmleigh farm, 
Glazebury. Agric. 13636 1900
25/69/016/053 BENTS GARDEN CENTRE LTD SJ 672 980 2 SW Reservoir fed by surface drainage, Glazebury. Agric. 2273 436
25/69/016/073 W H MAWDSLEY LTD SJ 687 961 2 GW Borehole at Whitegate Farm, Glazebury. Agric. 25000 382
25/69/016/013 LEIGH SPINNERS LTD SJ 674 997 't GW Borehole at Hall House Lane, Leigh. Ind/ Com. 636440 1746
25/69/016/020 C V HOME FURNISHINGS LTD SJ 673 003 ->3 SW
2 Reservoirs fed by surface drainage, Gloucester 
Street. Ind/ Com. 28640 164
25/69/016/065 SIMPLY FRESH FOODS LTD SD 688 000 nS> GW Borehole at Hadbutt Lane, Tydlesley. Ind/ Com. 45460 125
25/69/016/068 A E MARSHALL & SONS LTD SJ 680 954 n SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 68181 1136
25/69/016/074 UNITED UTILITIES WATER LTD SJ 662 983 3 SW
Pennington Brk at Hopecarr Nature Reserve, 
Leigh. Ind/ Com. 30000 1000
25/69/016/071 J E DARNTON LTD SJ 699 941 o GW Borehole at Woodlands Farm, CadisheadMoss. Agric. 30240 500
25/69/016/078
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 684 948 -> SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 37377 32355
25/69/016/079
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 683 947 oJ SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 4000 55
Total licences 17 Agric. 11
GW Licences 8 Ind/ Com. 6
SW Licences 9 PWS 0
Other 0
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 2 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS
UNDER THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 2 - ABSTRACTION LICENCES -  ASTLEY AND BEDFORD MOSSES
C l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from abstraction in Appendix 
3? If so, list them: (See section 6, step I)
Yes -  Degraded raised bogs (still capable of natural regeneration).
C2. Are there any known abstraction problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See section 6, 
step II)
No.
C3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the abstraction licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See section 6, step I, II and IV)
Agency
reference
NGR Likely to have 
a significant 
effect? (Y/N)
Initial judgement made under step I or II or 
IV? - specify
1 25/69/016/025 SJ 676 982 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
2 25/69/016/030 SJ 680 982 No
IV - ‘Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
3 25/69/016/047 SJ 675 980 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
4 25/69/016/076 SJ 674 966 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
5 25/69/016/002 SJ 673 988 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
6 25/69/016/004 SJ 678 987 No
IV — Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
7 25/69/016/046 SJ 684 962 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
8 25/69/016/053 SJ 672 980 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
9 25/69/016/073 SJ 687 961 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
10 25/69/016/013 SJ 674 997 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
11 25/69/016/020 SJ 673 003 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
12 25/69/016/065 SD 688 000 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
13 25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
14 25/69/016/074 SJ 662 983 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
15 25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
16 25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
17 25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
C4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in C3: 
Surface Water Licences
Astley and Bedford mosses lie 0.75km to the west of Glaze Brook, which joins the Manchester Ship Canal 
approximately 71cm further downstream. There is no evidence of any surface watercourses draining into the 
mosses, therefore surface water flows are not important to the site hydrology and the condition of the raised 
bogs.
Due to the fact that there is no interaction between the surface water abstraction sources and the moss, none 
of the 9 surface water abstraction licences identified in Stage 1 need to be taken any further than Stage 2.
Groundwater Licences - (Note: see attached solid/ drift geology maps)
Astley and Bedford mosses overlie Sherwood Sandstone, which under the Agency’s ‘Policy and Practice for 
the Protection of Groundwater’ is listed as ‘major aquifer’ rock. Overlying the Sherwood Sandstone, the 
drift geology consists of glacial sands and gravels, clay and peat deposits. There is very little groundwater 
recharge to the sandstone aquifer due the overlying low permeability clay deposits. Geological maps of the 
locality show that the thickness of the clay deposits beneath tire mosses is greater than 2m and even 5-10ni 
thick in some places. Its presence means that the moss is ‘perched’ above the Permo-Triassic sandstone 
aquifer, and there is no potential for significant impact of groundwater abstractions on the mosses.
Furthermore, a groundwater study regarding Morley’s Hall sand quany (SJ 6895 9935) included the drilling 
of monitoring boreholes around Astley and Bedford mosses. (A copy of the report is held by English Nature 
as well as the Environment Agency’s regional groundwater team). The study confirms that there is no 
potential for any significant impact of groundwater abstractions on the mosses.
Groundwater contour maps have been constructed every 5 years for all sandstone areas within the South 
Area. A look at the maps from 1975 and 1995 (attached) reveals that there has been very little variation in 
the 10m AOD (above ordnance datum) line, showing that groundwater levels have remained relatively 
constant over the 20-year period. There is also a north-south divide line in groundwater patterns, which runs 
to the west of Astley and Bedford mosses and Glaze Brook. To the west of this line, a relatively steep 
groundwater gradient occurs as indicated by the close groundwater isolevels. To the east of the divide, 
groundwater levels are relatively constant. Three monitoring boreholes drilled by the agency (A, B and C on 
the map) confirm this pattern. Borehole C, to the east of the divide line showed relatively constant 
groundwater levels of 16-17m AOD throughout the 1980s and 1990s. This again indicates that there have 
been no significant changes in groundwater level around Astley and Bedford mosses over the last 20 years.
Each ground water abstraction licence has been assessed for its likelyhood of ‘significant effect’ on Astley 
and Bedford mosses, both alone and in-combination. A radius of influence around each abstraction point 
was calculated using the abstraction quantities, and the storage and transmissivity of the surrounding rock. 
Following this, groundwater conceptual modelling was used to assess the effect of these abstractions in- 
combination. This process, together with the extensive knowledge of the groundwater situation around 
Astley and Bedford mosses, concluded that none of the 8 ground water licences identified in Stage 1 need to 
be taken any further than Stage 2.
C6. If not what is the new assessment? ( See section 6, step V)
Astley & Bedford Mosses Abstraction Licences
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PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 -  Consent to Discharge
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI:
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Astley & Bedford Moss .
cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
Any discharge consent within 31cm of the perimeter of the site boundary, to both surface and 
groundwater.
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
016982504 SJ 6760 9596 Hey Shoot Line CSO, Culcheth.
016983326 SJ 6573 9918 Newlands Rd CSO, Leigh.
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 Section 36 Gas Pipeline, Glazebury
01SAL0002
01SAL0003
SD 7171 0036 
SD 7171 0036
Vickers Hall No 1 
Vickers HalLNo2
016920277 SD 6743 0038 Leigh SSO, Green Lane, Leigh
01WIG0100 SJ 6689 0001 Holden Rd sewage disposal works, Wigan
01WIG0103 SJ 7004 9942 Lower Green Lane PS, Wigan
016920135 SJ 6959 9900 Tyldesley sewage treatment plant, Morleys Hall, Astley
016920350 SJ 6768 9592 Glazebury sewage treatment plant, Moss Lane, Glazebury
01WAR0055 SJ 6730 9612 Rear 18 Bevin Ave, Warrington. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0082 SJ 6725 9970 East End of Park Lane, Wigan. Sewage disposal works
016982781 SJ 6721 9970 Manchester Rd, Leigh. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0081 SJ 6715 9975 High Bridge, Leigh, Wigan. Sewage disposal works
016982780 SJ 6691 9998 Mill Lane/Edale Lane, Leigh. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0079 SJ 6689 9848 Du'lce St, Leigh. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0076 SJ 6686 9848 Archer St, Leigh. Sewage disposal works
016892779 SJ 6685 9848 Adjacent to Breaston Bridge, Leigh. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0144 SJ 6658 9842 Pennington Lately, Wigan. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0077 SJ 6653 9845 Oakes Farm, Wigan. Sewage disposal works
01WIG0074 SJ 6581 9900 Pennington/Bonny well Rd, Wigan. Sewage disposal works
016920134 SJ 6581 9900 Leigh sewage treatment works
016892960 SJ 6885 9995 Hadbutt Lane PS
016920504 SJ 6757 9610 Glazebury PS, Ravens Bridge, Glazebury
016982877 SJ 6681 9847 Leigh Industrial Park, Warrington Rd, Leigh. Pumping Station
01WAR0099 SJ 6579 9861 Black Harry PS, Wigan.
016983332
016893333
SD 7170 0036 Vicars Hall Lane PS
016921242 SD 6992 0014 East Lance Rd PS
01WIG0101 SD 6747 0038 Queensway PS, Leigh
016993407 SJ 6966 9875 Hill’s Farm,' Moss Lane, Astley
0166/167 SJ 6977 9463 Gable End, Ring Pitts farm, Moss Rd
01 M/3 70 SJ 6871 9594 Red House Farm, Glazebury
01 M/3 69 SJ 6861 9590 Platt House Farm, Moss Lane, Glazebury
01M/551 
01 M/5 56
SJ 6850 9577 Holm Leigh Farm, Moss Lane, Glazebury
0171/1475 SJ 6760 9820 Hawkhurst Farm, Jennetts Lane, Glazebury
01 M/87 SJ 6758 9674 Lightoalcs Hall Farm, Glazebury
0173/2033 SJ 6686 9703 Dunkinfield House Farm, Hurst Lane, Glazebury
01M/312 SJ 6843 9927 Bungalow at Marsland Green, Astley
0167/587 SJ 6768 9608 Bridge Farm & Cottage, Moss Lane, Glazebury
016993266 • SJ 7119 9903 Astley Colliery Spoil Tip, Astley Green, Wigan
016990553 SJ 6990 9680 Four Winds, Astley Moss
0169/1027 SJ 6703 9618 Farley, Fowley Common Lane, Culcheth,
01WIG0080 SJ 6581 9900 Mather Lane CSO, Leigh
016992596 SJ 7124 9995 Dukes Meadow CSO, Booths Hall Way, Boothstown
016991206 SJ 7060 9820 Canteen Farm, Rindle Road, Astley
016992186 SJ7010 9850 Haynes Farm, Lower Green Lane, Astley
016993119 SJ 6744 9918 The Nurseries PS, Callow Drive, Leigh
016992298 SJ 6740 9715 Sandiford Crescent PS, Glazebury
016991131 SJ 6620 9800 Oldfield Farm, Glazebury
016993293 SJ 6573 9919 Leigh PS, off Pennington Road, Leigh
016992591 SJ 6699 0051 Siskin Close PS, Leigh
STAGE 2 - DISCHARGE CONSENTS: Manchester Mossland cSAC
Astley & Bedford Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
B l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from discharges in Appendix 3? 
If so, list them: (See Appendix 3)
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
B2. Are there any known water quality problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See Appendix
3)
No known discharge problems.
B3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the groups of consented discharges identified 
under SECTION A? (See Appendix 3)
Agency
reference
NGR
Likely to have a 
significant effect? - yes 
or no
Initial judgement made under 
element I or II or III? -  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic guidance)
Alone in
Combination
016982504 SJ 6760 9596 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016983326 SJ 6573 9918 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016983332 SD 7171 
0036
No No I - The discharge is to Ellen 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016983333 SD 7171 
0036
No No I - The discharge is to Ellen 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016920277 SD 6743 
0038
No No I - The discharge is to Pen Leach 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0100 SJ 6689 0001 No No I - The discharge is to Atherton 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0103 SJ 7004 9942 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Astley Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016920135 SJ 6959 9900 No No I - The discharge is to Moss 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016920350 SJ 6768 9592 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0055 SJ 6730 9612 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0082 SJ 6725 9970 No No I - The discharge is to Bedford 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016982781 SJ 6721 9970 No No I - The discharge is to Bedford 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0081 SJ 6715 9975 No No I - The discharge is to Bedford 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016982780 SJ 6691 9998 No No I - The discharge is to Bedford 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0079 SJ 6689 9848 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0076 SJ 6686 9848 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016892779 SJ 6685 9848 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0144 SJ 6658 9842 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0077 SJ 6653 9845 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0074 SJ 6581 9900 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016920134 SJ 6581 9900 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016892960 SJ 6885 9995 No No I - The discharge is to Astley 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016920504 SJ 6757 9610 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016982877 SJ 6681 9847 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0099 SJ 6579 9861 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016921242 SD 6992 
0014
No No I - The discharge is to Astley 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0101 SD 6747 
0038
No No I - The discharge is to Pen Leach 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016993407 SJ 6966 9875 No No I - The discharge is to Moss 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
0166/167 SJ 6977 9463 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01 M/370- SJ 6871 9594 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of the River Glaze. There is no
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01M/369 SJ 6861 9590 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01M/551
01M/556
SJ 6850 9577 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0171/1475 SJ 6760 9820 No No I - The discharge is to Moss 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01M/87 SJ 6758 9674 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
0173/2033 SJ 6686 9703 No No I - The discharge is to Carr 
Broolc. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01M/312 SJ 6843 9927 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Moss Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0174/3 SJ 6843 8940 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Moss Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0167/587 SJ 6768 9608 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016993266 SJ 7119 9903 No No I - The discharges are to Ellen 
Brook, Moss Brook and a 
tributary of Moss Brook. There 
are no interactions between these 
watercourses and the site.
016990553 SJ 6990 9680 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0169/1027 SJ 6703 9618 No No I - The discharge is to Jibcroft 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WIG0080 SJ 6581 9900 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016992596 SJ 7124 9995 No No I - The discharge is to Ellen 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016991206 SJ 7060 9820 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Moss Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016992186 SJ7010 9850 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Moss Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016993119 SJ 6744 9918 No No I - The discharge is to Bedford 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016992298 SJ 6740 9715 No No I - The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016991131 SJ 6620 9800 No No I - The discharge is to a tributary 
of Pennington Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site
016993293 SJ 6573 9919 No No I - The discharge is to Pennington 
Brook. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the 
site.
016992591 SJ 6699 0051 No No I - The discharge is to Lilford 
Park Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
B4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in B3:
There is 110 interaction between the site and any of the watercourses to which the above 
discharge.
B5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
B6. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 3)
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Water Quality 
Discharge Consents 
within 3km 
Astley & Bedford Moss cSAC
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1: Waste Management Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Astley and Bedford Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
Any Waste Management Licence within 2km of the perimeter of the European site boundary or 5km if 
landfill.
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
A048 SD 6850 0300 Swan Island, Atherton 
Landfill
A068 SD 6934 2590 Mount Pleasant, Tyldsley 
Landfill
A067 SD 6570 2000 Picltley Green, Atherton 
Landfill
A056 SD 6722 0072 Walmersley Farm, Green Lane, Leigh 
Landfill
E054 SJ 7229 9960 Birchfield Drive, Boothstown 
Landfill
E066 SD 7205 9988 Park Pit Landfill Ltd, Booths Hall Way, Boothstown. 
Landfill
A052 SJ 6846 9991 Lodge Rd, Marshland Green, Leigh 
Landfill
A050 SJ 6420 9857 Pennington, Wigan 
Landfill
E029 SJ 7478 9856 Brooldiouse, Salford 
Landfill
A074 SJ 6685 9814 East Lancs Rd 
Landfill
E061 SJ 7382 9606 Boysnope Wharf 
Landfill
H061 SJ 7500 9585 Bent Lanes Brook 
Landfill
E042 SJ 7285 9468 Ferryhill, Irlam 
Landfill
E051 SJ 7101 9236 Lords St, Caddishead 
Landfill
E050 SJ 7028 9213 Cadishead Sewage Works 
Landfill
A083 SD 6975 0045 Coldalhurst Lane, Astley 
Landfill
01090 SJ 7359 9591 First Avenue Metals, Manchester 
Transfer Station
0502/M06 SJ 7238 9250 Viridor Waste Management, Carrington
Landfill Site .
0411/M04 SJ 7351 9276 Grosvenor Power Services Ltd, Carrington 
Transfer Station
0232/M03 SJ 7374 9424 P J Collier Ltd, Flixton 
Landfill Site
0383/M02/T01 SJ 7356 9423 P J Collier Ltd, Flixton 
Landfill Site
0510 SJ 7010 9931 J Ennis Construction Co Ltd, Astley 
Landfill Site'
1006 SD 6400 0250 Mr R Raines, Wigan ■ 
Metal recycling site
1095 SJ 7020 9780 G G Pendlebury, Tyldesley 
Transfer Station
1125 SJ 6660 9830 Horizon Environmental Services Ltd, Leigh 
Transfer Station
50009/M01 SJ 7139 9949 Viridor Waste Exeter Ltd, Tyldesley 
Landfill Site
61604/M06 - SJ 6650 9350 UK Waste Management Ltd, Warrington 
Landfill Site
61672/M01 SJ 6789 9528 Brock Pic, Warrington 
Landfill Site
61773/M01 SJ 6620 9340 UK Waste Management Ltd, Risley 
Biological Treatment Facility
0636 SD 6510 0100 Mr Derek Meads, Wigan 
Transfer Station
STAGE 2 - WASTE MANAGEMENT LICENCES: Manchester Mosslands
Astlev & Bedford Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
HI. Are there any known waste management problems on the European site? If so briefly describe 
them: (See Appendix 6)
No known waste management problems
H2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the waste management licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See Appendix 6)
Agency reference NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? -yes or no Initial judgement made 
under element I or II or III?
Alone In
Combination
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
A048 SD 6850 0300 No No II
A068 SD 6934 2590 No No II
A067. SD 6570 2000 No No II
A056 SD 6722 0072 No No n
E054 SJ 7229 9960 No No II
E066 SD 7205 9988 No No II
A052 SJ 6846 9991 No No II
A050 SJ 6420 9857 No No II
E029 SJ 7478 9856 No No II
A074 SJ 6685 9814 No No II
E061 SJ 7382 9606 No No II
H061 SJ 7500 9585 No No II
E042 SJ 7285 9468 No No II
E051 SJ 7101 9236 No No II
E050 SJ 7028 9213 No No II
A083 SD 6975 0045 No No II
01090 SJ 7359 9591 No No II
0502/M06 SJ 7238 9250 No No II
0411/M04 SJ 7351 9276 No No II
0232/M03 SJ 7374 9424 No No II
0383/M02/T01 SJ 7356 9423 No No II
0510 SJ 7010 9931 No No II
1006 SD 6400 0250 No No II
1095 SJ 7020 9780 No No II
1125 SJ 6660 9830 No No II
50009/M01 SJ 7139 9949 No No II
61604/M06 SJ 6650 9350 No No
61672/MO 1 SJ 6789 9528 No No II
61773/M01 SJ 6620 9340 No No II
0636 SD 6510 0100 No No II
H3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in H2:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference shoidd be made to 
the conservation agency’s view and any problems identified under HI. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
The judgements given in H2 have been based on the following:
Assessment of the type of site i.e. Landfill, transfer station etc, and its pollution potential.
Consideration of the site infrastructure installed for pollution prevention i.e. engineered containment 
system, sealed drainage system etc.
Consideration of the pollution potential given the waste types accepted on the site.
Proximity of the facility to the habitat in question.
Assessment of information relating to geology and groundwater flow.
Review of all information relating to inspections of the sites by Environmental Protection Officers to 
determine whether there have been any significant pollution incidents on the site.
Supporting information is attached regarding licence number 50009/M01 -  Whitehead Landfill site.
Taking all of the above into account, it has been determined that the sites identified are unlikely to have a 
significant effect on Astley and Bedford Moss.
H4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
H5. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 6)
HABITATS DIRECTIVE -  STAGE 2 ASSESSMENTS
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
ASTLEY & BEDFORD MOSS
NGR AGENCY REF. SITE ADDRESS DETAILS
SD 7205 9988 E066 Booths Hall 2, Booths Hall Way, Boothstown Waste types including domestic, commercial, 
construction, incinerator residues, clinical waste & 
asbestos. Elevated levels of landfill gas detected. Post 
closure monitoring data available.
SD 7229 0096 E054 Birchfield Drive, Boothstown Historic problems with landfill gas. Monitoring data 
available
SJ 7478 9856 E029 Brookhouse, Salford Monitoring data held by GMWDA. Site known to be 
producing landfill gas.
SJ 7285 9468 E042 Ferry Hill, Mam Site accepted mixed waste -  extensive gas monitoring, 
with passive venting systems installed.
SJ 7186 9286 E058 Northbank Industrial Estate, Irlam Extensive ground investigations -  very little gas 
produced.
SJ 7010 9236 E051 Lords Street, Cadishead Domestic waste - low gas levels.
SJ 7028 9213 E050 Cadishead Sewage Works Waste types included acid tar, foundry sand and 
sewage sludge. No gas recorded. Salford CC have 
site investigation reports.
SJ 71390 99490 SO 009/M01 Virador A foil description of this site and its history has been 
provided on the attached as Risley Stage 2 
Supplementary Information.
SJ 72380 92500 0502/M06 Virador No impact -  natural barrier to the right of the mosses 
and groundwater to the East flows towards the 
abstraction points, which implies potential for impact 
is minimal.
ASTLEY & BEDFORD MOSS
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SJ 71390 99490 50009/M01 Whitehead Landfill, Lower Green, 
Astley, Tyldesley, Wigan, M29 7JZ
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
The site has a long history of impact from coal mining and its associated 
activities. Until 1970 the site was used as a colliery spoil tip serving a number 
of pits in the local area. During the 1980's the tip was subject to a washing and 
coal recovery operation with the conical tips of the spoil deposit areas removed 
as part of the washing process.
The land to the east, west and south of the site is generally flat and low lying. 
It is mainly in agricultural use although there is an extensive peak working to 
the south. The site is bounded to the north by an embankment of the 
Bridgewater Canal with the land rising towards the East Lancashire Road.
The waste management licence for this site was originally issued to Terry 
Adams Ltd. on 9 October 1998. The licence permitted the disposal of waste 
(namely household, commercial and industrial waste), together with the 
keeping and treatment of leachate. The licence was subsequently transferred 
to Viridor Waste Exeter Ltd, on 29 February 2000, and was modified on 
20 April 2001. The purpose of the modification was to allow the disposal of 
animal carcasses on the site during the foot and mouth outbreak of 2000, 
though no waste of this nature was ever accepted on this site.
The site is cellular in composition with internal bunds to delineate each cell and 
to contain the landfill operation. The site has engineered containment 
consisting of a drainage layer, clay and HDPE lining. In addition, there are 
leachate and gas collection systems in place as part of the pollution prevention 
measures on site.
The Landfill Directive requires that sites classify as either hazardous, non- 
hazardous or inert. This site has notified the Agency that it will operate as a 
non hazardous landfill site after 16 July 2002.
The site has been inspected by officers of the Environment Agency on a 
weekly basis, since the licence was first issued. There have been no major 
problems with the site and further/improved pollution prevention and control 
measures were introduced some eighteen months ago when site management 
and operational reviews were undertaken.
SUMMARY
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review due
to the following considerations.
• The prevailing wind direction is SSE which is away from the direction of the 
habitat, therefore minimising the potential for wind blown pollution.
• The engineered containment of the site will ensure that there is a reduced 
risk to the habitat from leachate and landfil gas generated on site.
• The site is some considerable distance from the habitat concerned.
• Regular (weekly) inspection of the site has not highlighted any major 
pollution potential issues since the site was licensed in 1998.
• Site has classified as non-hazardous under the landfill directive.
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if Landfill 
within 2km if other of 
Astely & Bedford Moss cSAC
J3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in J2:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agencies view. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
Sensitive to: Toxic contamination, nutrient enrichment, acidification, changes to thermal regime, smothering
-  currently in unfavourable condition.
No mechanism for releases to controlled waters/sewer to affect the habitat.
Atmospheric releases have been considered using methodology described in attached information.
No individual site exceeded the 1% threshold for significant effect for any substance
Oxides of nitrogen in combination exceeded the threshold (1.1% of the critical level) for sites in East area. 
Additional contribution will be made by sites in west area and therefore it is proposed to progress to Stage 3 
assessment.
Sulphur dioxide releases also exceeded the 1% threshold -  however releases have been overestimated as it 
has been assumed that every relevant site released 10 tonnes per annum (reportable threshold on ISR).
It is proposed that S02 emissions will be considered in detail prior to Stage 3 assessment to determine more 
precisely the likely effect.
Note on assessments -
EAL’s were obtained from the following sources:
Agency document El (Best Practicable Environmental Option Assessments for IPC) and HI (IPPC 
Environmental Assessment and Appraisal of BAT).
If an EAL for a particular substance was not listed in the above then either a suitable surrogate was used or 
an EAL was inferred by reference to HSE Document EH40 which lists Operator Exposure Limits for a range 
of substances (see table attached).
Specifically for NOx and SOx i.e. those which were considered to be significant enough to take forward to 
Stage 3 then a CL of 30 and 20 ug/m3 respectively were used.
As for multiple emissions, the cumulative contribution for each substance was estimated taking into account 
distance/direction from habitat and typical meteorological conditions and this cumulative total was compared 
to the respective EALs/CLs.
J4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no)
STAGE 1: P1R/RAS Authorisations
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Astley & Bedford Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used) .
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
Any IPC Authorisations and IPPC Permits within 10km of the perimeter of the European site 
boundary or 15km for a power station. Any nuclear sites which hold an operating licence under the 
Nuclear Installations act 1965 within 5km of the European site, any other sites authorised for the 
disposal of radioactive waste within 1km.
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agencyreference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
AY8549 SJ 728 935 AES Partington Ltd, Manchester Rd, Carrington 
Combustion Processes 4.5km
AB1061 SJ 785 978 Cerestar UK Ltd, Trafford Park 
Combustion Processes 8km
AF7827 SJ 681 903 Transco Pic, Warrington Compressor Station, Rixton 
Combustion Processes 6.5km
AV3753 SJ 777 982 Alccros Chemicals Ltd, Bentcliffe Way, Eccles 
Acid Processes 7km
AI9516 SJ 777 982 Akcros Chemicals Ltd, Bentcliffe Way, Eccles 
Di-isocyanate Processes 7km
AU8156 SJ 748 003 Collins & Aikman Auto, Manchester Rd, Wallcden 
Di-isocyanate Processes 7km
AV6779 SJ 727 913 British Gas Pic, Partington 
Gasification & associated Processes 6km
AG8365 SJ 728 075 GM Waste Ltd, Raikes Lane, Bolton 
Incineration 10 km
AG3258
AT9289
AU1909
SJ 777 982 Akcros Chemicals Ltd, Bentcliffe Way, Eccles 
Inorganic Chemical Processes 7km
AN8429 SJ 785 978 Cerestar UK Ltd, Trafford Park 
Inorganic Chemical Processes 8km
A01837 SJ 695 055 CMP Batteries Ltd, over Haulton, Bolton 
Inorganic Chemical Processes 7.5km
AU0180 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd, Irlam 
Inorganic Chemical Processes 5km
AU6137
AV2862
SJ 777 982 Akcros Chemicals Ltd, Bentcliffe Way, Eccles 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 7km
AK7710 SJ 794 972 Carborundum Abrasives, Trafford Park 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 9km
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
SJ 710 926 Clariant Life Science, Cadishead, Manchester 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 5km
AIC6632
AK6659
SJ 784 974 Great Lakes Manufacturing, Trafford Park 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 8km
AK6624
AK6616 SJ 702 998 Lakeland Laboratories Ltd, Tydesley 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 2km
AU0201 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd, Irlam
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 5km
AK7671 SJ 791 964 M & I Materials Ltd, Trafford Park 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 9km
AK4036
AK6489
SJ 737 927 Nova Chemicals Europe Ltd, Urmston 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 6km
AK6551 SJ 658 895 Shipley Europe Ltd, Woolston, Warrington 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 8km
AK9623 SJ 798 961 Sterling Technology Ltd, Trafford Park 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 10km
AS5067 SJ 613 010 Abram Alloys Ltd, Wigan 
Non-ferrous Metals 8km
AI0845 SJ 637 024 PPG Industries Ltd, Wigan 
Other Mineral Fibres 7km
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
AT8576
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
Basell Polyolefins, Urmston 
Petrochemical Processes 6km
A ll 515 SJ 779 973 Tenmat Ltd, Trafford Park 
Processes involving Asbestos 7km
BH1034 SJ 801 958 ICellogg Company, Stretford 
Combustion Process 10 km
AJ8524
AK1231
SJ 707 916 Lanstar Waste Treatment, Cadishead 
Recovery Process 5.5km
No RAS within 1km
SECTION J: STAGE 2 -  IPC (Integrated Pollution Control) AUTHORISATIONS
Manchester Mosslands: Astley and Bedford Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. This will include IPC authorisations and 
variations, and IPC authorised discharges to sewer. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further details on 
these permissions.____________________________________________ ____________________________________
J l. Do any emissions from the relevant authorised processes exceed an action level at part or all of the 
European site?(See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission NGR 1% of EAL exceeded
1% of CL 
exceeded
AY8549 Authorisation revoked — 
no assessment required
SJ 728 935 “
AB1061 NOx, S02 SJ 785 978 N N
AF7827 NOx, SOx SJ 681 903 N -
AV3753 Ammonia, Volatile 
Organic Compounds 
(VOCs), S02
SJ 111 982 N N
AI9516 VOCs SJ 777 982 N N
AU8156 Benzene, toluene 
diisocyanate
SJ 748 003 N N
AV6779 Ethylene, methane, $02  
NOx
SJ 727 913 N N
AG8365 Ammonia, Arsenic, 
cadmium, chromium, 
copper, hydrogen 
chloride, hydrogen 
fluoride, lead, 
manganese, mercury, 
nickel, NOx, S02
SJ 728 075 N N
AG3258
AT9289
AU1909
Cadmium, zinc, 
hydrogen chloride, 
phenol,, aniline, 
methylamine
SJ 111 982 N N
AN8429 Ammonia, S02 SJ 785 978 N N
AO 1837 Lead, antimony, arsenic, 
S02
SJ 695 055 N N
AU0180 HCFC SJ 715 923 N N
AU6137
AV2862
Heptane, formaldehyde 
methylamine, S02
SJ 111 982 N N
AK7710 Phenol, ammonia, SJ 794 972 N N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
Hydrogen chloride, 
S02, nickel, methylene 
chloride, benzene, 
butene, NOx
SJ 710 926 N N
AK6632
AK6659
AK6624
Hydrogen chloride, 
phenol, ethyl acrylate, 
maleic anhydride, xylene
SJ 784 974 N N
AK6616 CO, C02, NOx, S02, 
VOCs, Diethyl sulphate
SJ 702 998 N
AU0201 amines SJ 715 923 N N
AK7671 Air emissions negligible SJ 791 964 N N
AK4036
AK6489
NOx, styrene, S02, 
xylene, pentane
SJ 737 927 N N
AK6551 VOCs SJ 658 895 N N
AK9623 Air emissions negligible SJ 798 961 N N
AS5067 NOx, SOx SJ 613 010 N -
AI0845 NOx, SOx SJ 637 024 N -
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
Ammonia, ethylene 
oxide, HCFCs, NOx 
acetone, ethylene, 
methanol, propene, 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
N N
AI1515 Ammonia,
formaldehyde, NOx 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 779 973 N N
BH1034 NOx, S02 SJ 801 958 N N
AJ8524
AK1231
VOCs, Hydrogen 
chloride, hydrogen 
bromide, NOx, S02, 
antimony, arsenic
SJ 707 916 N N
J2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the emissions identified in Jl?  (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission
Likely to have a significant effect? 
-yes or no
Alone In Combination
AY8549 N/A
AB1061 As above N Y
AF7827 N Y
AV3753 N
AI9516 N X
AU8156 N /f
AV6779 N Y
AG8365 N Y
AG3258 N
AT9289
AU1909
AN8429
N
A01837
N
AU0180
N f f
AU6137 N
AV2862
AK7710 N
AK2386 N Y
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
AK6632 N X
AK6659
AK6624
AK6616 Y Y
AU0201 N ¥T
AK7671 N
AK4036 N Y
AK6489
AK6551 N
AK9623 N
AS5067 N Y
AI0845 N Y
AK4028 N Y
AK4001
AK4010
A ll515 N Y
BH1034 N Y
AJ8524 N Y
AK1231
J3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in 32:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agencies view. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
Sensitive to: Toxic contamination, nutrient enrichment, acidification, changes to thermal regime, smothering
-  currently in unfavourable condition.
There is no mechanism for discharges to controlled waters/sewer to affect the habitat.
Releases to air have been considered as set out in attached additional information 
No individual site exceeded the 1% threshold for significant effect for any substance
Oxides of nitrogen in combination exceeded the threshold (1.1% of the critical level) for sites in East area. 
Additional contribution will be made by sites in west area and therefore it is proposed to progress to Stage 3 
assessment.
Sulphur dioxide releases also exceeded the 1% threshold -  however releases have been overestimated as it 
has been assumed that every relevant site released 10 tonnes per annum (reportable threshold on ISR).
It is proposed that S02 emissions will be considered in detail prior to Stage 3 assessment to determine more 
precisely the likely effect.
Note on assessments -
EAL’s were obtained from the following sources:
Agency document El (Best Practicable Environmental Option Assessments for IPC) and HI (IPPC 
Environmental Assessment and Appraisal of BAT).
If an EAL for a particular substance was not listed in the above then either a suitable surrogate was used or 
an EAL was inferred by reference to HSE Document EH40 which lists Operator Exposure Limits for a range 
of substances (see table attached).
Specifically for NOx and SOx i.e. those which were considered to be significant enough to take forward to 
Stage 3 then a CL of 30 and 20 ug/m3 respectively were used.
As for multiple emissions, the cumulative contribution for each substance was estimated taking into account 
distance/direction from habitat and typical meteorological conditions and this cumulative total was compared 
to the respective EALs/CLs.
J4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no)
STAGE 1 : Abstraction Licences
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
Holcroft Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: Component of Manchester Mosses cSAC
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Boss and wet habitats (sensitive to acidification) 
Degraded raised bog (still capable of natural regeneration).
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with Water Resources Trans Regional Action Group Guidance Document. See 
GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR
SW/
GW Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 SW Surface water impoundment on un-named artificial watercourse 
at Silver Lane. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 GW Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and gravels, Culcheth. 
For general agricultural use and spray irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 GW Borehole at Woodlands Farm, Cadishead moss. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 SW Glaze Brlc at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/007/073 SJ 708 931 GW Borehole at Lanes Landscape Ltd. For general agricultural use 
.and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/046 SJ 684 962 SW Trib of Glaze Brk at Holmleigh Farm, Glazebury, For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/073 SJ 687 961 GW Borehole at Whitegate Farm, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/076 SJ 674 966 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/017/032 SJ 700 907 SW Red Brk at Warburton. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3 km)
25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 GW Clay pit on premises at Moss Side Lane, Rixton. For dust 
suppression. (3km)
25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 GW Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. For general agricultural use. 
(3km)
Notes for Water Resources (EA):
Total licences = 13 PWS = 0
Ground water (GW) licences = 6 Agriculture = 9
Surface water (SW) licences = 7 Industry = 4
Other = 0
SECTION J: STAGE 2 -  IPC (Integrated Pollution Control) AUTHORISATIONS
Manchester Mosslands; Holcroft Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. This will include IPC authorisations and 
variations, and IPC authorised discharges to sewer. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further details on 
these permissions.________________________________________________________________________________
J l. Do any emissions from the relevant authorised processes exceed an action level at part or all of the 
European site? (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission NGR 1% of EAL exceeded
1% of CL 
exceeded
AY8549 Authorisation revoked 
No further assessment
SJ 728 935
- -
AA3026 NOx, SOx SJ 597 880 N -
AK9801 VOC’s SJ 597 880 N -
AF7827 NOx, SOx SJ 681 903 N -
AV6779 Ethylene, methane, NOx SJ 727 913 N N
AU0180 HCFC SJ 715 923 N N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
Hydrogen chloride, 
S02, nickel, methylene 
chloride, benzene , 
butene, NOx
SJ 710 926 N N
AK6616 CO, C02, NOx, S02, 
VOCs, Diethyl sulphate
SJ 702 998 N “
AU0201 Amines SJ 715 923 N N
AK4036
AK6489
NOx, styrene, pentane, 
S02, xylene
SJ 737 927 N N
AK6551 VOC’s SJ 658 895 N -
AS6918 NOx, SOx SJ 639 875 N -
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
Ammonia, ethylene 
oxide, HCFCs, NOx 
acetone, ethylene, 
methanol, propene, 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
N N
AI1515 Ammonia,
formaldehyde, NOx 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 779 973 N N
AJ8524
AK1231
VOCs, Hydrogen 
chloride, hydrogen 
bromide, NOx, S02, 
antimony, arsenic
SJ 707 916 N N
J2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the emissions identified in Jl? (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission
Likely to have a significant effect? 
-yes or no
Alone In Combination
AY8549
As above -
AA3026
N Y
AK9801
N N
AF7827
N Y
AV6779
N Y
AU0180
N - N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
N Y
AK6616
N Y
AU0201
N N
AK4036
AK6489
N Y
AK6551
N N
AS6918
N Y
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
N Y
AI1515
N Y
AJ8524
AK1231
N Y
IPPC within 10km 
RAS within 1km 
Astley & Bedford Moss 
cSAC
Stage 1 and 2 Review of Consents
Site Name: MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS cSAC - Holcroft Moss 
Contents:
1. Sign off sheet
2. Summary
3. Pro formas and GIS maps
Stage 1 proformas Stage 2 proformas GIS maps
PIR/RAS
authorisations / ✓
Discharge Consents
✓ V ✓
Abstraction
Licenses ✓ / ✓
Waste Management 
Licenses ✓ ✓
4. Site Issue Brief 
• Additional information 
Hydrogeological maps
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 : Abstraction Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
Holcroft Moss (SSSI)
A2, Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: Component of Manchester Mosses pSAC
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats (sensitive to acidification) 
Degraded raised bog (still capable of natural regeneration).
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with Water Resources Trans Regional Action Group Guidance Document. See 
GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR SW/GW Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 SW Surface water impoundment on un-named artificial watercourse 
at Silver,Lane. For industrial / commercial use. (21tm)
25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 GW Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and gravels, Culcheth. 
For general agricultural use and spray irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 SW Glaze Brlc at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 GW Borehole at Woodlands Farm, Cadishead moss. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (2km)
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/007/073 SJ 708 931 GW Borehole at Lanes Landscape Ltd. For general agricultural use 
and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/046 SJ 684 962 SW Trib of Glaze Brk at Holmleigh Farm, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/073 SJ 687 961 GW Borehole at Whitegate Farm, Glazebury. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/076 SJ 674 966 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/017/032 SJ 700 907 SW Red Brk at Warburton. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 GW Clay pit on premises at Moss Side Lane, Rixton. For dust 
suppression. (3km)
25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 GW Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. For general agricultural use. 
(3km)
Notes for Water Resources (EA):
Total licences = 13 PWS = 0
Ground water (GW) licences = 6 Agriculture = 9
Surface water (SW) licences = 7 Industry = 4
Other = 0
HOLCROFT MOSS ABSTRACTION LICENCES - STAGE 1 SUMMARY
Licence Holder NGR Dist G/S Description Use Annual (m3) Daily (m3)
25/69/016/069 UK WASTE LTD SJ 668 941 2 SW
Surface water impoundment on un-named 
artificial watercourse at Silver Lane. Ind/ Com. 0 0
25/69/016/054 J & J R ALLEN CULCHETH LTD SJ 673 943 2 GW
Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and 
gravels, Culcheth. Agric. 30000 910
25/69/016/068 A E MARSHALL & SONS LTD SJ 680 954 2 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 68181 1136
25/69/016/071 JEDARNTONLTD SJ 699 941 2 GW Borehole at Woodlands Farm, Cadishead moss. Agric. 30240 500
25/69/016/078
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 684 948 2 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 37377 32355
25/69/016/079
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 683 947 2 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 4000 55
25/69/007/073 LANES LANDSCAPE LTD SJ 708 931 3 GW Borehole at Lanes Landscape Ltd. Agric. 39277 218
25/69/016/046 A E MARSHALL & SONS LTD SJ 684 962 3 SW Trib of Glaze Brk at Holmleigh Fm, Glazebury. Agric. 13636 1900
25/69/016/073 W H MAWDSLEY LTD SJ 687 961 nJ) GW Borehole at Whitegate Farm, Glazebury. Agric. 25000 382
25/69/016/076 FH COOKSON & SONS SJ 674 966 3 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 13640 873
25/69/017/032 FH COOKSON & SONS SJ 700 907 nJ SW Red Brk at Warburton. Agric. 13640 873
25/69/021/004 THOMAS MOSEDALE & SONS LTD SJ 687 908 3 GW Rixton. Ind/ Com. 2273 41
25/69/021/010 MASON SJ 693 908 oO GW Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. Agric. 16593 45
Total licences 13 Agric. 9
GW Licences 6 Ind/ Com. 4
SW Licences 7 PWS 0
Other 0
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 2 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 2 - ABSTRACTION T JCENCES -  HOT,CROFT MOSS
C l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from abstraction in Appendix 
3? If so, list them: (See section 6, step I)
Yes -  Degraded raised bogs (still capable of natural regeneration).
C2. Are there any known abstraction problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See section 6, 
step II)
No
C3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the abstraction licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See section 6, step I, II and IV)
Agency
reference
NGR Likely to have 
a significant 
effect? (Y/N)
Initial judgement made under step I or II or 
IV? - specify
1 25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
2 25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
3 25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
4 25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
5 25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
6 25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
7 25/69/007/073 SJ 708 931 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
8 25/69/016/046 SJ 684 962 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
9 25/69/016/073 SJ 687 961 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
10 25/69/016/076 SJ 674 966 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
11 25/69/017/032 SJ 700 907 No
IV -  No interaction between this surface water and 
the site.
12 25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 No
IV -  Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
13 25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 No
IV — Ground water licence has no potential for 
significant effect on site; alone or in combination.
C4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in C3: 
Surface Water Licences
Holcroft moss lies 0.25km to the west of Glaze Brook, which joins the Manchester Ship Canal approximately 
3km further downstream. There is no evidence of any surface watercourses draining into the moss, therefore 
surface water flows are not important to the site hydrology and the condition of the raised bog.
Due to the fact that there is no interaction between the surface water abstraction sources and the moss, none 
of the 7 surface water abstraction licences identified in Stage 1 need to be taken any further than Stage 2.
Groundwater Licences - (Note: see attached solid/ drift geology maps)
Holcroft moss overlies Sherwood Sandstone, which under the Agency’s ‘Policy and Practice for the 
Protection of Groundwater’ is listed as ‘major aquifer’ rock. Overlying the Sherwood Sandstone, die drift 
geology consists of glacial sands and gravels, clay and peat deposits. There is little groundwater recharge to 
the sandstone aquifer due to the thickness of the overlying low permeability clay deposits. In fact, the 
presence of the clay deposits means that the moss is ‘perched’ above die sandstone aquifer, and is therefore 
very unlikely to be at risk from abstraction from the sandstone aquifer below.
Groundwater contour maps have been constructed every 5 years for all sandstone areas within the South 
Area. A look at the maps from 1975 and 1995 (attached) reveals that there has been very little variation in 
the 10m AOD (above ordnance datum) line, showing that groundwater levels have remained relatively 
constant over the 20-year period. There is also a north-south divide line in groundwater patterns, which runs 
just to the west of Holcroft moss and Glaze Brook. To the west of this line, a relatively steep groundwater 
gradient occurs as indicated by tire close groundwater isolevels. To the east of the divide, groundwater levels 
are relatively constant. Three monitoring boreholes drilled by the agency (A, B and C on the map) confirm 
this pattern. Borehole C, to the east of the divide line showed relatively constant groundwater levels of 16- 
17m AOD throughout the 1980s and 1990s. This again indicates that there have been no significant changes 
in groundwater level around Holcroft moss over the last 20 years.
With this background information in mind, each ground water abstraction licence has been assessed for its 
lilcelyhood of ‘significant effect’ on Holcroft moss, both alone and in-combination. A radius of influence 
around each abstraction point was calculated using the abstraction quantities, and the storage and 
transmissivity of the surrounding rock. Following this, groundwater conceptual modelling was used to assess 
the effect of these abstractions in-combination. This process concluded that none of the 6 ground water 
licences identified in Stage 1 need to be taken any further than Stage 2. The reasoning behind each licence 
assessment is outlined below. (Figures in brackets indicate the distance of the abstraction from Holcroft 
moss).
25/69/016/054 (2km) -  Abstraction from gravels. Maximum catchment radius of 500m, therefore too 
remote to have an effect on the site.
25/69/016/071 (2km) -  Abstraction from sandstone. Maximum catchment radius of 500m, therefore too 
remote to have an effect on the site. Also situated in a different hydraulic catchment on the other side of the 
River Glaze.
25/69/007/073 (3km) - Abstraction from sandstone. Maximum catchment radius of 500m, therefore too 
remote to have an effect on the site. Also situated in a different hydraulic catchment on the other side of the 
River Glaze.
25/69/016/073 (3km) - Abstraction from sandstone. Maximum catchment radius of 500m, therefore too 
remote to have an effect on the site. Also situated in a different hydraulic catchment on die other side of die 
River Glaze.
25/69/021/004 (31cm) -  Abstraction from mudstone. Maximum catchment radius of 150m, therefore too 
remote and too small abstraction quantities to have an effect.
25/69/021/010 (3km) - Abstraction from mudstone. Maximum catchment radius of 350m, therefore too 
remote and too small abstraction quantities to have an effect.
C5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
C6. If not what is the new assessment? ( See section 6, step V)
Holcroft Moss Abstraction Licences
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PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1- Consent to Discharge
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Holcroft Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
Any discharge consent within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, to both surface and 
groundwater.
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
0166/167 SJ 6977 9463 Gable End, Ring Pitts Farm, Moss Rd.
01M/370 SJ 6871 9592 Red House Farm, Glazebury
01 M/3 69 SJ 6861 9590 Platt House Farm, Moss Lane, Glazebury.
01M/551
01M/556
SJ 6850 9577 Holm Leigh Farm, Moss Lane, Glazebury.
0174/1 SJ 6750 9260 Hoyles Moss Farm, Dam Lane, Rixton.
016990272 SJ 7152 9210 BTP PLC, Hayes Rd, Cadishead
016992435 SJ 6840 9106 64 Moss Side Lane, Rixton
0167/587 SJ 6768 9608 Bridge Farm, Moss Lane, Glazebury
016992454 SJ 7010 9140 Holly Bank, Mytholme Ave,
0168/937 SJ 6978 9358 Reo Roofs, Woolden Rd
0167/607 SJ 6902 9068 The Rookery, 10 Chapel Lane, Rixton
016982504 SJ 6760 9596 Hey Shoot Line CSO, Culcheth.
016983326 SJ 6573 9918 Newlands Rd CSO, Leigh.
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 Section 36 Gas Pipeline, Glazebury
01SAL0005 SJ 7170 9335 Preston Ave PS, Salford
01SAL0015 SJ 7119 9182 Lords St, Salford. Sewage disposal works
016920350 SJ 6768 9592 Glazebury sewage treatment plant, Moss Lane, Glazebury
016920504 SJ 6757 9610 Glazebury PS, Ravens Bridge, Glazebury
01TRA0035 SJ 7088 9151 Lock Lane, Partington
01TRA0047 
01TRA0046
SJ 7088 9151 Birch Rd, Partington
016940148 SJ 7502 9086 Partington Stw, Lock Lane,>Partington
01WAR0040 SJ 7019 9194 Glazebrook Lane, Warrington
016940133 SJ 7018 9202 Irlam Stw, Cumberland Ave, Cadishead
01WAR0047 SJ 7015 9130 Opposite Black Swan Pub, Warrington
01WAR0036
01WAR0037
SJ 6998 9238 Glazebrook PS Bank. Warrington 
Glazebrook PS Chapel Lane
01SAL0049 SJ 6992 9252 Lord St/Fir St Junction, Salford
016982608 SJ 6985 9073 Hollins Green ETW, Manchester Rd, Hollins Green
01WAR0055 SJ 6730 9612 Rear 18 Bevin Ave, Warrington
01WAR0109 SJ 6608 9524 Warrington Rd
0169/1027 SJ 6703 9618 Farley, FowLey Cl, Culcheth
0171/1601 SJ 6940 9340 Arnymede, Woolden Road, Irlam
0174/2311 SJ 6900 9080 J T Engineering, Chapel Lane, Rixton
016991035 SJ 6900 9060 12, Chapel Lane, Rixton
016992604 SJ 6875 9022 Chapel Lane PS, Rixton
016990370 SJ 7125 9420 Moss Brow Farm, Roscoe Road, Irlam
STAGE 2 - DISCHARGE CONSENTS: Manchester Mosslands 
Holcroft Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
B l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from discharges in Appendix 3? If so, list 
them: (See Appendix 3)
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
B2. Are there any known water quality problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See Appendix 3) 
No known discharge problems
B3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the groups of consented discharges identified under 
SECTION A? (See Appendix 3)
Agency
reference
NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? - yes or no Initial judgement made under element I or II or III? -  specify
Alone In Combination (See Fig. 7 in generic guidance)
0166/167 SJ 6977 9463 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01M/370 SJ 6871 9592 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and tire site.
01M/369 SJ 6861 9590 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01M/551
01M/556
SJ 6850 9577 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the River 
Glaze. There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016990272 SJ 7152 9210 No No The discharge is to the Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction between diis 
watercourse and the site.
016992435 SJ 6840 9106 No No The discharge is to a tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0167/587 SJ 6768 9608 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016992454 SJ 7010 9140 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
0168/937 SJ 6978 9358 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
0167/607 SJ 6902 9068 No No The discharge is to Marsh Brook. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site
016982504 SJ 6760 9596 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the
site.
016983326 SJ 6573 9918 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01SAL0005 SJ 7170 9335 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the 
Manchester Ship Canal. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the site.
01SAL0015 SJ 7119 9182 No No The discharge is to the Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016920350 SJ 6768 9592 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016920504 SJ 6757 9610 No No The discharge is to tire River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01TRA0035 SJ 7088 9151 No No The discharge is to the Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01TRA0046 SJ 7088 9151 No No The discharge is to Red Brook. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016940148 SJ 7502 9086 No No The discharge is to Red Brook. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0040 SJ 7019 9194 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016940133 SJ 7018 9202 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0047 SJ 7015 9130 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0036 SJ 6998 9238 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0037 SJ 7019 9194 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and die 
site.
01SAL0049 SJ 6992 9252 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
016982608 SJ 6985 9073 No No The discharge is to the Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0055 SJ 6730 9612 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
01WAR0109 SJ 6608 9524 No No The discharge is to the River Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the
site.
0169/1027 SJ 6703 9618 No No The discharge is to Jibcroft Brook. There is no 
interaction between this watercourse and the 
site.
0171/1601 SJ 6940 9340 No No The discharge is to a tributary of Glaze Brook. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0174/2311 SJ 6900 9080 No No The discharge is to a tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016991035 SJ 6900 9060 No No The discharge is to a tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016992604 SJ 6875 9022 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the 
Manchester Ship Canal. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the site.
016990370 SJ 7125 9420 No No The discharge is to a tributary of the 
Manchester Ship Canal. There is no interaction 
between this watercourse and the site.
B4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in B3:
There is no interaction between the site and any of the watercourses to which the above discharge.
B5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no)
Yes
B6. If  not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 3)
Water Quality 
Discharge Consents 
within 3km 
Holcroft Moss cSAC
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1: Waste Management Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
Any Waste Management Licence within 2km of the perimeter of the European site boundary or 5km if 
landfill.
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
A074 SJ 6685 9814 East Lancs Rd 
Landfill
E042 SJ 7285 9468 Ferryhill, Iiiam 
Landfill
H041 SJ 7385 9378 Brickworks, Carrington 
Landfill
E058 SJ 7186 9286 Northbank Industrial Estate 
Landfill
E051 SJ 7101 9236 Lords St, Caddishead 
Landfill
E048 SJ 7030 9130 Site adjacent to Lancashire Tar Distillers 
Landfill
H066 SJ7220 9130 Moss View Road, Partington 
Landfill
H057 SJ 7120 9129 Rear of Paintworks, Partington 
Landfill
H053 SJ 7058 9125 Lock Lane, Partington 
Landfill
H052 SJ 7043 9115 Lock Lane, Partington 
Landfill
0232/81 SJ 7380 9380 Mosdales Tip, Flixton 
Landfill
61672 SJ 6780 9520 Brock Pic, Warrington 
Landfill Site
0502/M06 SJ 7238 9250 Viridor Waste Management, Carrington 
Landfill Site
61729 SJ 6640 8900 Tarmac Construction, Warrington 
Landfill Site
01062 SJ 7190 8930 MG & LC Wright, Trafford 
Landfill Site
0169/M12 SJ 7090 9160 Lanstar Ltd, Cadishead 
Physico-Chemical Treatment Facility
1095 SJ 7020 9780 G G Pendlebury, Tyldesley 
Transfer Station
1125 SJ 6660 9830 Horizon Environmental Services Ltd, Leigh 
Transfer Station
50006 SJ 7007 9169 Cheshire Pet Crematorium Ltd, Warrington 
Incinerator
50011 SJ 6394 8911 Warrington BC, Warrington 
Transfer Station
603 IB SJ 6794 9166 Collier Industrial Waste Ltd, Rixton 
Landfill Site
60835 SJ 6850 9090 Collier Industrial Waste Ltd, Rixton 
Landfill site
61604/M06 SJ 6650 9350 UK Waste Management Ltd, Warrington 
Landfill Site
61672/M01 SJ 6789 9528 Brock Pic, Warrington 
Landfill Site
60895/M02/T01 SJ 6380 8890 Mersey Waste Holdings Ltd, Warrington 
Transfer Station
80056 SJ 6570 8940 Tankfreight Ltd, Warrington 
Transfer Station
HABITATS DIRECTIVE -  STAGE 2 ASSESSMENTS 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
HOLCROFT MOSS
NGR AGENCY REF. SITE ADDRESS DETAILS
SJ 7285 9468 E042 Ferry Hill, Irlam Accepted mixed waste. Extensive monitoring 
programme with passive LFG venting systems 
installed.
SJ 7385 9378 H041 Brickworks, Carrington Trafford MBC have monitored a part of the site which 
was producing landfill gas, no data available though.
SJ 7186 9286 E058 Northbank Industrial Estate, Irlam Extensive ground investigations undertaken. Little 
LFG produced — Salford CC have monitoring data.
SJ 7010 9246 E051 Lord Street, Cadishead Domestic waste deposited, but low levels of landfill 
gas found. Salford CC have monitoring info.
SJ 7030 9130 E048 . Adjacent to Lancashire Tar Distillers Small area of site tipped with everything including 
TFS waste. No evidence of landfill gas however.
SJ 7720 9130 HO 66 Moss View Road, Partington Site remediated -  Trafford MBC have monitoring data.
STAGE 2 - WASTE MANAGEMENT LICENCES: Manchester Mosslands
Holcroft Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
HI. Are there any known waste management problems on the European site? If so briefly describe 
them: (See Appendix 6)
No known Waste Management Licences.
H2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the waste management licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See Appendix 6)
Agency reference NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? -yes or no Initial judgement made under element I or II or III? 
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
Alone In
Combination
A074 SJ 6685 9814 No No II
E042 SJ 7285 9468 No No II
H041 SJ 7385 9378 No No II
E058 SJ 7186 9286 No No II
E051 SJ 7101 9236 No No II
E048 S.T7030 9130 No No II
H066 SJ7220 9130 No No II
H057 SJ 7120 9129 No No II
H053 SJ 7058 9125 No No II
H052 SJ 7043 9115 No No II
0232/81 SJ 7380 9380 No No II
61672 SJ 6780 9520 No No II
0502/M06 SJ 7238 9250 No No II
61729 SJ 6640 8900 No No II
01062 SJ 7190 8930 No No II
0169/M12 SJ 7090 9160 No No II
1095 SJ 7020 9780 No No II
1125 SJ 6660 9830 No No II
50006 SJ 7007 9169 No No II
50011 SJ 6394 8911 No No II
6031B SJ 6794 9166 No No II
60835 SJ 6850 9090 No No II
61604/M06 SJ 6650 9350 No No II
61672/MO 1 SJ 6789 9528 No No II
60895/M02/T01 SJ 6380 8890 No No II
80056 SJ 6570 8940 No No II
H3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in H2:
(This should be set out in terms o f the criteria fo r significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agency’s view and any problems identified under HI. Expand beyond a page if  necessary!)
The judgements given in H2 have been based on the following:
• Assessment of the type of site i.e. Landfill, transfer station etc, and its pollution potential.
• Consideration of the site infrastructure installed for pollution prevention i.e. engineered containment 
system, sealed drainage system etc.
• Consideration of the pollution potential given the waste types accepted on the site.
• Proximity of the facility to tire habitat in question.
• Assessment of information relating to geology and groundwater flow.
• Review of all information relating to inspections of the sites by Environmental Protection Officers to 
determine whether there have been any significant pollution incidents on the site.
Taking all of the above into account, it has been determined that the sites identified are unlikely to have a 
significant effect on Holcroft Moss.
H4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if Landfill 
within2 km if other 
of Holcroft Moss cSAC
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1: PIR/RAS Authorisations
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Holcroft Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
Any IPC Authorisations and IPPC Permits within 10km of the perimeter of the European site 
boundary or 15km for a power station. Any nuclear sites which hold an operating licence under the 
Nuclear Installations act 1965 within 5km of the European site, any other sites authorised for the 
disposal of radioactive waste within 1km.
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions.should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
AY8549 SJ 728 935 AES Partington Ltd, Manchester Rd, Carrington 
Combustion Processes 4km
AA3026 SJ 597 880 Ineos Silica Ltd, Warrington 
Combustion Processes 10km
AK9801 SJ 597 880 Ineos Silica Ltd, Warrington
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 10km
AF7827 SJ 681 903 Transco Pic, Warrington Compressor Station, Rixton 
Combustion Processes 3km
AV6779 SJ 727 913 British Gas Pic, Partington
Gasification & associated Processes 4.5km
AU0180 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd, Irlam 
Inorganic Chemical Processes 21cm
AIC2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
SJ 710 926 Clariant Life Science, Cadishead, Manchester 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 2km
AIC6616 SJ 702 998 Lakeland Laboratories Ltd, Tydesley 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 6.5km
AU0201 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd, Irlam
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 2km
AK4036
AK6489
SJ 737 927 Nova Chemicals Europe Ltd, Urmston 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 5km
AK6551 SJ 658 895 Shipley Europe Ltd, Woolston, Warrington 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 5km
AS6918 SJ 639 875 Alcan Aluminium UK Ltd, Warrington 
Manufacture & use of Organic Chemicals 7km
AK4028
AIC4001
AK4010
AT8576
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
Basell Polyolefins, Urmston 
Petrochemical Processes 5km
AI1515 SJ 779 973 Tenmat Ltd, Trafford Park 
Processes involving Asbestos 10km
AJ8524
AK1231
SJ 707 916 Lanstar Waste Treatment, Cadishead 
Recovery Process 2.5km
No RAS within ljcm
SUPPORTING INFORMATION:
HABITATS ASSESSMENT MANCHESTER MOSSES AND RIXTON CLAY PITS
An assessment was carried out for the above habitats for every IPC process regulated by PIR 
east team within 101cm.
An internally developed screening methodology was used to assess the potential impact of 
releases from the site. The screen uses Manchester 10 year statistical meteorological data to 
predict ground level concentrations which are then compared to the appropriate 
Environmental Assessment Levels (EALs) or Critical Levels (CLs). The current Agency 
guidance uses 1% of the EAL or CL to determine if the release is likely to have a significant 
effect.
Information on annual releases of relevant substances was obtained from the Inventory 
Sources and Releases (ISR) database maintained by the Agency.
The following assumptions have been made:
Where the ISR return for a substance was stated as being Below Reportable Threshold 
(BRT), it is assumed that the release is at the threshold limit e.g. 10 tonnes for sulphur 
dioxide. In practice this will result in an overestimation of the releases and subsequently an 
overestimation of the impact on the habitats.
It is assumed that the peak ground level concentrations from all the sources will coincide 
spatially i.e. each source will have the greatest impact on the same part of the habitat. In 
reality this is unlikely to occur and is therefore a conservative approach.
The potential impact of NOx and S02 has been considered against the critical levels for 
assessment of sensitive vegetation. Note these standards are more stringent than the 
respective long-term EQSs and their use introduces a pessimistic approach.
Tom Bruce 
PIR Inspector 
21 March 2002
SECTION J: STAGE 2 -  IPC (Integrated Pollution Control^ AUTHORISATIONS
Manchester Mosslands: Holcroft Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. This will include IPC authorisations and 
variations, and IPC authorised discharges to sewer. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further details on 
these permissions.
J l. Do any emissions from the relevant authorised processes exceed an action level at part or all of the 
European site?(See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission NGR 1% ofEAL  exceeded
1% of CL 
exceeded
AY8549 Authorisation revoked 
No further assessment
SJ 728 935
- -
AA3026 NOx, SOx SJ 597 880
N -
AK9801 Various, not NOx, SOx SJ 597 880 N -
AF7827 NOx, SOx SJ 681 903
N -
AV6779 Ethylene, methane,NOx SJ 727 913
N N
AU0180 HCFC SJ 715 923
N N
AIC2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
Hydrogen chloride, 
S02,nickel,methylene 
chloride, benzene 
butene, NOx
SJ 710 926 N N
AK6616 Organics SJ 702 998
N “
AU0201 amines SJ 715 923
N N
AK4036
AK6489
NOx,
styrene,p entane, S 02, 
xylene
SJ 737 927
N N
AK6551 Organics SJ 658 895
N -
AS6918 NOx, SOx SJ 639 875
N -
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
Ammonia, ethylene 
oxide, HCFCs, NOx 
acetone, ethylene, 
methanol, propene, 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
N N
AI1515 Ammonia,
formaldehyde, NOx 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 779 973
N N
AJ8524
AK1231
VOCs, Hydrogen 
chloride, hydrogen 
bromide, NOx, S02, 
antimony, arsenic
SJ 707 916 N
N
J2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the emissions identified in Jl? (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission
Likely to have a significant effect? 
-yes or no
Alone In Combination
AY8549 As above -
AA3026 N Y
AK9801 N
AF7827 N Y
AV6779 N Y
AU0180 ■ N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
N Y
AK6616 N
AU0201 N
AK4036
AK6489
N Y
AIC6551 • N
AS6918 N Y
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
N Y
AI1515 N Y
AJ8524
AK1231
N Y
J3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in J2:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria for significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agencies view. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
Sensitive to: Toxic contamination, nutrient enrichment, acidification, changes to thermal regime, smothering 
-  currently in unfavourable condition.
No mechanism for releases to controlled waters/sewer to affect the habitat.
Atmospheric releases have been considered using methodology described in attached information.
No individual site exceeded the 1% threshold for significant effect for any substance
Oxides of nitrogen in combination exceeded the threshold (1.1% of the critical level) for sites in East area. 
Additional contribution will be made by sites in west area and therefore it is proposed to progress to Stage 3 
assessment.
Sulphur dioxide releases also exceeded the 1% threshold -  however releases have been overestimated as it 
has been assumed that every relevant site released 10 tonnes per annum (reportable threshold on ISR).
It is proposed that S02 emissions will be considered in detail prior to Stage 3 assessment to determine more 
precisely the likely effect.
J4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
J5. If not what is the new assessment? ( See Appendix 7)
IPPC within 10km 
RAS within 1km 
Holcroft Moss cSAC
Stage 1 and 2 Review of Consents
Site Name: MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS cSAC - Risley Moss 
Contents:
1. Sign off sheet
2. Summary
3. Proformas and GIS maps
Stage 1 proformas Stage 2 proformas GIS maps
PIR/RAS
authorisations / ✓
Discharge Consents
✓ ✓ V
Abstraction
Licenses ✓
Waste Management 
Licenses / / ✓
4. Site Issue Brief 
• Additional information 
Hydrogeological maps
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
SECTION A: STAGE 1
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
Risley Moss
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: Component of Manchester Mosses cSAC
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats ('sensitive to acidification) 
Degraded raised bog (still capable of natural regeneration).
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria  a  and b should alw ays he used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with Water Resources Trans Regional Action Group Guidance Document. See 
GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 Surface water impoundment on un-named artificial watercourse a t . 
Silver Lane. For industrial / commercial use. (2km)
25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and gravels, Culcheth. For 
general agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 Glaze Brlc at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 Borehole at Woodland Farm, Cadishead Moss. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/017/032 SJ 700 908 Red Brk at Warburton. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 Clay pit on site at Moss Side Lane, Rixton. For dust suppression 
(3km)
25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. For general agricultural use (3km)
25/69/021/020 SJ 677 891 River Mersey at Rixton. For industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/022/003 SJ 638 919 Borehole at Birchwood Golf Club. For industrial / commercial use. 
(3km)
25/69/022/002 SJ 693 920 Pond at Birchwood Gold Course. For industrial / commercial use. 
(3km)
25/69/022/004 SJ 638 902 Borehole at Kingsland Grange, Woolston. For industrial / 
commercial use. (3km)
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 : Abstraction Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
Risley Moss (SSSI)
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: Component of Manchester Mosses pSAC
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats ('sensitive to acidification) 
Degraded raised bog (still capable of natural regeneration).
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identity relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with Water Resources Trans Regional Action Group Guidance Document. See 
GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR SW/GW Description of permission (b rie f description only e.g. landfill 
site)
25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 SW Surface water impoundment on un-named artificial watercourse 
at silver Lane. For industrial/ commercial use. (2km)
25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 GW Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and gravels, Culcheth. 
For general agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 GW Borehole at Woodland Farm, Cadishead Moss. For general 
agricultural use and spray irrigation. (3km)
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. For industrial / commercial use. (3km)
25/69/017/032 SJ 700 908 sw Red Brk at Warburton. For general agricultural use and spray 
irrigation. (3km)
25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 GW Clay pit on premises at Moss Side Lane, Rixton. For dust 
suppression. (3km)
25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 GW Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. For general agricultural use. 
(3 km)
25/69/021/020 SJ 677 891 sw River Mersey at Rixton. For industrial / commercial use. 
(3km)
25/69/022/003 SJ 638 919 GW Borehole at Birchwood Golf Club. For industrial / commercial 
use. (3km)
25/69/022/002 SJ 639 920 SW Pond at Birchwood Golf Course. For industrial/ commercial 
use. (3km)
25/69/022/004 SJ 638 902 GW Borehole at Kingsland Grange, Woolston. For industrial / 
commercial use. (3km)
Notes for Water Resources (EA):
Total licences = 13 PWS = 0
Ground water (GW) licences = 6 Agriculture = 5
Surface water (SW) licences = 7 Industry = 8
Other = 0
RISLEY MOSS ABSTRACTION LICENCES - STAGE 1 SUMMARY
Licence Holder NGR Dist G/S Description Use Annual (m3) Daily (m3)
25/69/016/069 UK WASTE LTD SJ 668 941 2 SW
Surface water impoundment on un-named 
artificial watercourse at silver Lane. Ind/ Com. 0 0
25/69/016/054 J & J R ALLEN CULCHETH LTD SJ 673 943 3 GW
Reservoir excavated into glacial sands and 
gravels, Culcheth. Agric. 30000 910
25/69/016/068 A E MARSHALL & SONS LTD SJ 680 954 3 SW Glaze Brk at Glazebury. Agric. 68181 1136
25/69/016/071 J E DARNTON LTD SJ 699 941 oJ GW
Borehole at Woodland Farm, Cadishead 
Moss. Agric. 30240 500
25/69/016/078
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 684 948 3 SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 37377 32355
25/69/016/079
ALFRED MCALPINE CONST. LTD 
T/A MCALPINE-PPS P.LINE SJ 683 947 oJ SW Glaze Brk at Culcheth. Ind/ Com. 4000 55
25/69/017/032 FH COOKSON & SONS SJ 700 908 oJ SW Red Brk at Warburton. Agric. 13640 873
25/69/021/004 THOMAS MOSEDALE & SONS LTD SJ 687 908 nO GW Clay pit on site at Moss Side Lane, Rixton. Ind/ Com. 2273 41
25/69/021/010 MASON SJ 693 908 -t GW Borehole at Brow Farm, Rixton. Agric.' . 16593 45
25/69/021/020 UK WASTE MANAGEMENT LTD SJ 677 891 J SW River Mersey at Rixton. Ind/ Com. 26000 200
25/69/022/003 BIRCHWOOD GOLF CLUB LTD S J638919 oD GW Borehole at Birchwood Golf Club. Ind/ Com. 54000 400
25/69/022/002 BIRCHWOOD GOLF CLUB LTD SJ 639 920 J) SW
SW Impoundement - Pond at Birchwood 
Golf Course. Ind/ Com. 0 0
25/69/022/004
HAZLEWOOD CONVENIENCE 
GROUP 1 LTD SJ 638 902 nJ5 GW Borehole at Kingsland Grange, Woolston. Ind/ Com. 400000 1200
Total licences 13 Agric. 5
GW Licences 6 Ind/ Com. 8
SW Licences 7 PWS 0
Other 0
E5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) YES
E6. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 4)
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 -  Consent to Discharge
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
MANCHESTER MOSSLANDS 
Risley Moss
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a ancl b should alw ays be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
Any discharge consent within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, to both surface and 
groundwater.
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
AS. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
016982895 SJ 6392 9257 Mill House Lane CSO, Warrington.
016992435 SJ 6840 9106 64 Moss Side Lane, Rixton
01M/733 SJ 6571 8903 11 Battery Lane, Martinscroft
0169/1140 SJ 6547 8881 51 Weir Lane, Woolston.
01M/547 SJ 6533 8874 Woolston Lock Cottage, Weir Lane.
016992454 SJ 7010 9140 Holly Bank, Mytholme Ave,
0168/937 SJ 6978 9358 Reo Roofs, Woolden Rd
0167/607 SJ 6902 9068 The Rookery, 10 Chapel Lane, Rixton
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 Section 36 Gas Pipeline, Glazebury
01M/557 SJ 6703 8960 Rosegarth, Holly Bush Lane, Rixton
016992432 SJ 6632 8870 Woolston No 2 Deposit Ground
016993384 SJ 6399 9335 Eaves Farm Barn, Cross Lane, Croft
016993372 SJ 6675 8935 Mascrat Manor stp, Juniper Lane
01WAR0040 SJ 7019 9194 Glazebroolc Lane CSO, Glazebrook
016940133 SJ 7018 9202 Irlam Wastewater Treatment Works, Cumberland Ave, Cadishead
01WAR0047 SJ 7015 9130 Opposite Black Swan Pub CSO, Irlani
01WAR0036 SJ 6998 9238 Glazebrook PS Bank, Glazebrook
01WAR0037 SJ 7019 9194 Glazebrook PS Chapel Lane, Glazebrook
01SAL0049 SJ 6992 9252 Lord St/Fir St Junction CSO, Irlam
016982608 SJ 6985 9073 Hollins Green ETW, Manchester Rd, Hollins Green
01WAR0102 SJ 6490 8872 Monmouth Close PS, Woolston
01WAR0031 SJ 6392 9254 Warrington Rd PS, Culcheth
016982816 SJ 6391 9015 Pipe Lane PS, Woolston
• 016982809 SJ 6352 9154 Stone Haven Drive PS, Cinnamon Brow
0171/1601 SJ 6940 9340 Arnymede, Woolden Road, Irlani
0174/2311 SJ 6900 9080 J T Engineering, Chapel Lane, Rixton
016991035 SJ 6900 9060 12, Chapel Lane, Rixton
016992604 SJ 6875 9022 Chapel Lane PS, Rixton
016990501 SJ 6662 8972 Brook Lane Nurseries, Rixton
STAGE 2 - DISCHARGE CONSENTS: Manchester Mosslands
Rislev Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
B l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from discharges in Appendix 3? 
If so, list them: (See Appendix 3)
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration.
B2. Are there any known water quality problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See Appendix  
V
No known discharge problems.
B3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the groups of consented discharges identified 
under SECTION A? (See Appendix 3)
Agency
reference
NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? - yes or no Initial judgement made under element I or II or III? -  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic guidance)Alone In Combination
016982895 SJ 6392 9257 No No The discharge is to Cock 
Shot Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016992435 SJ 6840 9106 No No The discharge is to a 
tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
01M/733 SJ 6571 8903 No No The discharge is to the River 
Mersey. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0169/1140 SJ 6547 8881 No No The discharge is to the 
Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
01M/547 SJ 6533 8874 No No The discharge is to the 
Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction
between this watercourse 
and the site.
016992454 SJ 7010 9140 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0168/937 S.T6978 9358 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0167/607 SJ 6902 9068 No No . The discharge is to Marsh 
Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016993402 SJ 6808 9436 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01M/557 SJ 6703 8960
No No
The discharge is to a 
tributary of Fishington 
Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016992432 SJ 6632 8870
No No
The discharge is to the River 
Mersey. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016993384 SJ 6399 9335 No No The discharge is to 
groundwater via a soakaway. 
The discharge is almost 3 km 
from the site. There will be 
no interaction been the 
groundwater around the 
discharge and the site.
016993372 SJ 6675 8935 No No The discharge is to 
Fishington Brook. There is 
no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0040 SJ 7019 9194 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016940133 SJ 7018 9202 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0047 SJ 7015 9130 No No The discharge is to the River
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0036 SJ 6998 9238 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0037 SJ 7019 9194 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01SAL0049 SJ 6992 9252 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016982608 SJ 6985 9073 No No The discharge is to the 
Manchester Ship Canal. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
01WAR0102 SJ 6490 8872 No No The discharge is to the River 
Mersey. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
01WAR0031 SJ 6392 9254 No No The discharge is to the River 
Glaze. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016982816 SJ 6391 9015 No No The discharge is to Spittle 
Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016982809 SJ 6352 9154 No No The discharge is to Spittle 
Brook. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
0171/1601 SJ 6940 9340 No No The discharge is to a 
tributary of Glaze Brook. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
0174/2311 SJ 6900 9080 No No The discharge is to a 
tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
016991035 SJ 6900 9060 No No The discharge is to a
tributary of Marsh Brook. 
There is no interaction 
between this watercourse 
and the site.
016992604 SJ 6875 9022 No No The discharge is to a 
tributary of the Manchester 
Ship Canal. There is no 
interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
016990501 SJ 6662 8972 No No The discharge is to 
Fishington Brook. There is 
no interaction between this 
watercourse and the site.
B4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in B3:
There is no interaction between the site and any of the water courses to which the above 
discharge.
B5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no)
B6. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 3)
Yes

STAGE 2 - ABSTRACTION LICENCES: Manchester Mosslands
Rislev Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under the general power contained in Habitat Regulation 3(4). See Chapter 
3 of generic guidance for further details on these permissions.
E l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from abstraction in Appendix 
4? If so, list them: (See Appendix 4)
Yes -  Degraded raised bogs (still capable of natural regeneration).
E2. Are there any known abstraction problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See Appendix 
4)
No.
E3. What is the initial judgement of significance for the abstraction licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See Appendix 4)
Agency reference NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? - yes or no Initial judgement made under element I or II or III? 
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
Alone In
Combination
25/69/016/069 SJ 668 941 No No
IV -  No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/016/054 SJ 673 943 No No
IV -  Ground water licence 
has no potential for 
significant effect1 on site; 
alone or in combination.
25/69/016/068 SJ 680 954 No No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/016/071 SJ 699 941 No No
IV - Ground water licence has 
no potential for significant 
effect on site; alone or in 
combination.
25/69/016/078 SJ 684 948 No No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/016/079 SJ 683 947 No No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/017/032 SJ 700 908 No No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/021/004 SJ 687 908 Yes No
IV -  Cannot yet be clearly 
assessed as having a 
‘significant effect’ or not.
IV - Ground water licence has
25/69/021/010 SJ 693 908 No No no potential for significant 
effect on site; alone or in 
combination.
25/69/021/020 SJ 677 891 No No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/022/003 SJ 638 919 No No
IV - Ground water licence has 
no potential for significant 
effect on site; alone or in 
combination.
25/69/022/002 SJ 693 920 No
No
IV - No interaction between 
this surface Water and the site
25/69/022/004 SJ 638 902 No No
IV - Ground water licence has 
no potential for significant 
effect on site; alone or in 
combination.
E4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in E3:
(This should be se t out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference shoidd be made to 
the conservation a g en cy’s view, the jo in t review and any problem s identified under E2. Expand beyond a 
p a g e  i f  necessary)
Surface Water Licences
Risley moss lies approximately 3km to the west of Glaze Brook and 3km to the north of the Manchester Ship 
Canal; the two main watercourses in the locality from which water is abstracted. There is no evidence of any 
surface watercourses draining into the moss, therefore surface water flows are not important to the site 
hydrology and consequently, the condition of die raised bog.
Due to the fact that there is no interaction between tire surface water abstraction sources and the moss, none 
of the 7 surface water abstraction licences identified in Stage 1 need to be taken any further than Stage 2.
Groundwater Licences -  (Note: see attached solid/ drift geology maps)
Risley moss is underlain by Mercia Mudstone, which under the Agency’s ‘Policy and Practice for the 
Protection of Groundwater’ is listed as ’non-aquifer’ due to the impermeable nature of the rock. Overlying 
this, the drift geology consists of glacial sands and gravels, clay and peat deposits.
Due to the impermeable nature of the Mercia Mudstone, Risley moss is isolated from the main Permo- 
Triassic sandstone to the north, west and east. Consequently, there is no potential for groundwater licences 
from the sandstone aquifer to have a ‘significant effect’ on the moss.
Each ground water abstraction licence has been assessed for its likelyhood of ‘significant effect’ on Risley 
moss, both alone and in-combination. A radius of influence around each abstraction point was calculated 
using the abstraction quantities, and the storage and transmissivity of the surrounding rock. Following this, 
groundwater conceptual modelling was used to assess the effect of these abstractions in-combination. This 
process, together with the understanding of the hydro-geological situation around Risley moss, concluded 
that 5 of the 6 ground water licences identified in Stage 1, need not be taken any further than Stage 2.
The remaining groundwater licence, 25/69/021/004 at SJ 687 908 is to be taken to Stage 3. This is due to the 
fact that this is the only licence that is within the hydraulic catchment of Risley moss, and therefore 
potentially in hydraulic continuity with it. It therefore cannot yet be clearly assessed as having a ‘significant 
effect’ on the moss or not, therefore a stage 3 assessment is required.
Rislev Moss Abstraction Licences
Water Quality 
Discharge Consets 
within 3km 
Risley Moss cSAC
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1: Waste Management Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
Any Waste Management Licence within 2km of the perimeter of the European site boundary or 5km if 
landfill.
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
60301B SJ 679 916 Collier Industrial Waste Ltd, Moss Hall Farm, Rixton 
Landfill Site
60301A SJ 678 918 Collier Industrial Waste Ltd, Moss Hall Farm, Rixton 
Landfill Site
60628 SJ 635 880 Northern Land Agriculture, Latchford 
Landfill Site
60311 SJ 614 938 Waterworks Lane, Winwick 
Landfill Site
61604/M06 SJ 6650 9350 UK Waste Management Ltd, Warrington 
Landfill Site
60476 SJ 653 932 Warrington Rd, Risley 
Landfill Site
0502 SJ 726 927 Peaks Nook 
Landfill Site
01062 SJ 7190 8930 MG & LC Wright, Trafford 
Landfill Site
50007 SJ 719 893 Levelcover Ltd, Yew Tree Farm, Trafford 
Landfill Site
0169/M12 SJ 7090 9160 Lanstar Ltd, Cadishead 
Physico-Chemical Treatment Facility
50006 SJ 7007 9169 Cheshire Pet Crematorium Ltd, Warrington 
Incinerator
50011 SJ 6394 8911 Warrington BC, Warrington , 
Transfer Station
61672/MO 1 SJ 6789 9528 Brock Pic, Warrington 
Landfill Site
61773/M01 SJ 624 934 UK Waste Management Ltd, Rixton 
Landfill Site
61529 SJ 664 874 F X Dunn, Warrington 
Metal Recycling Site
61729 SJ 6640 8900 Tarmac Construction, Warrington 
Landfill Site
60895/M01/T01 SJ 638 889 Mersey Waste Holdings Ltd, Warrington 
Transfer Station
61756 SJ 621 875 A Watmough, Latchford 
Metal Recycling Site
80056 SJ 6570 8940 Tankfreight Ltd, Warrington 
Transfer Station
50050 SJ 6207 8819 Environmental Waste Ltd, Warrington 
Transfer Station
HABITATS DIRECTIVE -  STAGE 2 ASSESSMENTS 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
RISLEYMOSS
NGR AGENCY REF. SITE ADDRESS DETAILS
SJ 679 916 60301B Moss Hall Farm, Rixton General & biodegradable, explosive wastes
SJ 679 916 60301A Moss Hall Farm, Rixton General & biodegradable, explosive wastes 
Contamination in the area not directly linked to this 
site. Groundwater flows unclear at the present.
SJ 635 880 60828 Reynolds Street, Latchford Inert & general & biodegradable wastes
SJ 6780 9520 61672 Holcroft Hall Quarry Inert
SJ 614 938 60311 Waterworks Lane, Winwick General & biodegradable
SJ 665 935 61604 Moss Side Farm Inert, general/biodegradable and explosive wastes. 
Not significant, but some LFG releases may occur. 
Some constituents of LFG unknown and may possibly 
have an effect on the mosses.
SJ 653 932 60476 Warrington Road, Risley Inert, scrap & asbestos wastes Risley HI has the 
potential to leak, though contamination of the 
groundwater is unlikely. The geology is mud rock -  
non-aquifer.
SJ 726 927 0502 Peaks Nook Biodegradable waste
SJ 71900 
89300
01602 Moss Brow Farm Inert -  biodegradable wastes
SJ 71900 
89300
50007 Yew Tree Farm Inert waste
SJ 70900 
91600
0169/M12 Lanstar Various waste types including explosive, 
general/biodegradable, contaminated general, mineral 
wastes, inorganic and organic wastes. Unlikely, but 
releases/emissions have not been studied or risk 
assessed in considerable detail.
SJ 63944 
89118
50011 Hawthorne Avenue, Warrington General biodegradable waste
SJ 665500 
93500
61604/M06 Rixton Old Hall, Silver Lane Contaminated general waste
SJ 66409 
87219
61632 Camsley Way, Lymm General & biodegradable waste
STAGE 2 - WASTE MANAGEMENT LICENCES: Manchester Mosslands
Rislev Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
H I. Are there any known waste management problems on the European site? If so briefly describe 
them: (See Appendix 6)
No known waste management problems.
H2. What is the initial judgement of significance for the waste management licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See Appendix 6)
Agency reference NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? -yes or no Initial judgement made 
under element I or II or III?
Alone In
Combination
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
60301B SJ 679 916 No No II
60301A SJ 678 918 No No II
60628 SJ 635 880 No No II
60311 SJ 614 938 No No II
61604/M06 SJ 6650 9350 No No II
60476 SJ 653 932 No No II
0502 SJ 726 927 No No II
01062 SJ 7190 8930 No No II
50007 SJ 719 893 No No II
0169/M12 SJ 7090 9160 No No II
50006 SJ 7007 9169 No No II
50011 SJ 6394 8911 No No II
61672/MO 1 SJ 6789 9528 No No II
61773/M01 SJ 624 934 No No II
61529 SJ 664 874 No No II
61729 SJ 6640 8900 No No II
60895/M01/T01 SJ 638 889 No No II
61756 SJ 621 875 No No II
80056 SJ 6570 8940 No No II
50050 SJ 6207 8819 No No II
H3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in H2:
(This should be se t out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agency's view  and any problem s identified under HI. Expand beyond a p age  i f  necessary)
. The judgements given in H2 have been based on the following:
Assessment of the type of site i.e. Landfill, transfer station etc, and its pollution potential.
Consideration o f the site infrastructure installed for pollution prevention i.e. engineered containment 
system, sealed drainage system etc.
Consideration of the pollution potential given the waste types accepted on the site.
Proximity of the facility to the habitat in question.
Assessment of information relating to geology and groundwater flow.
Review of all information relating to inspections of the sites by Environmental Protection Officers to 
determine whether there have been any significant pollution incidents on the site.
Due to the nature of the activity licensed and/or proximity to Risley Moss, additional information is attached 
regarding licence numbers:
00619/M 12 -  Lanstar 
61604 -  Risley IV Landfill 
60301A -  Fir Tree Farm 
60301B -  Moss Side Farm
Taking all of the above into account, it has been determined that the sites identified are unlikely to have a 
significant effect on Risley Moss.
H4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or noj Yes
H5. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 6)
HABITATS DIRECTIVE -  STAGE 2 ASSESSMENTS 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
RISLEY MOSS
NGR AGENCY REF. SITE ADDRESS DETAILS
SJ 679 916 60301B Moss Hall Farm, Rixton A full description of this site and its history has been 
provided on the attached as Risley Stage 2 
Supplementary Information.
SJ 679 916 60301A Mo s s Hall F arm, Rixton A full description of this site and its history has been 
provided on the attached as Risley Stage 2 
Supplementary Information.
SJ 635 880 60828 Reynolds Street, Latchford Inert & general & biodegradable wastes
SJ 6780 9520 61672 Holcroft Hall Quarry Inert
SJ 614 938 60311 Waterworks Lane, Winwick General & biodegradable
SJ 665 935 61604 Moss Side Farm A full description of this site and its history has been 
provided on the attached as Risley Stage 2 
Supplementary Information.
SJ 653 932 60476 Warrington Road, Risley Inert, scrap & asbestos wastes Risley III has the 
potential to leak, though contamination of the 
groundwater is unlikely. The geology is mud rock -  
non-aquifer.
S J 726 927 0502 Peaks Nook Biodegradable waste
SJ 71900 
89300
01602 Moss Brow Farm Inert -  biodegradable wastes
SJ 71900 
89300
50007 Yew Tree Farm Inert waste
SJ 70900 
91600
0169/M12 Lanstar A full description of this site and its history has been 
provided on the attached as Risley Stage 2 
Supplementary Information.
SJ 63944 
89118
50011 Hawthorne Avenue, Warrington General biodegradable waste
SJ 665500 
93500
61604/M06 Rixton Old Hall, Silver Lane Contaminated general waste
SJ 66409 
87219
61632 Camsley Way, Lymm General & biodegradable waste
RISLEY MOSS
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SJ 7090091600 00619/M 12 Lanstar Ltd., Liverpool Road, 
Cadishead, M30 5DT
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Lanstar originated from the Lancashire Tar Distillers Limited, a company 
established in 1929 which carried out the distillation of coal tar, until the late 
1960's. Following the rapid decline of this industry with the advent of North 
Sea Gas, Lanstar diversified into storage, distribution and recovery of oil, 
bitumen production, wall and roof coatings, chemical manufacture and 
eventually into waste management.
The waste management licence was originally granted on 7 December 1979 
and has been modified on twelve separate occasions since. The most recent 
modification (Waste Management Licence Number WML/0169/M12) issued by 
the Environment Agency on 15 December 1997, involved the licence being 
completely re-written to bring the conditions up to date with current waste 
management standards.
The modified licence is different from its predecessors in a number of ways and 
includes controls over many areas that were not covered by previous licence 
conditions. These areas include sampling & laboratory analysis, waste 
reception procedures, waste storage, environmental monitoring and process 
controls. The modified Waste Management Licence also places restrictions on 
the treatment of a number of hazardous and difficult wastes, requiring the 
licence holder to demonstrate safe and effective treatment prior to any full 
scale processing being agreed with the Environment Agency
Waste management activities on the site are currently split between 6 main 
plant, the drum handling plant, which receives stores and shreds empty drums, 
the bulk treatment plant, which treats high volume liquid wastes. Acids and 
alkalis are neutralised and oil waters are split. Effluents are discharged to 
sewer or sent off site for disposal. The solidification and fixation plant 
combines liquid sludges and solids into a medium suitable for disposal as 
cemfuel or for merchant incineration, and the small packages facility 
segregates, treats and disposes of school and laboratory chemicals.
The site is largely covered by concrete with sealed drainage. There were some 
concerns over the integrity of the concrete in some areas and repairs to the 
drainage system are currently being undertaken. There is some evidence that 
there is contamination below ground from the sites historic use as a coal tar 
distillery.
SUMMARY
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review due
to the following considerations.
• The infrastructure of the site will ensure that there is a reduced risk to the 
habitat from surface/groundwater contamination.
• An improved system of stock (waste) control has also been implemented.
• The company has now denotified itself and is no longer operating as a 
COMAH site.
• The volumes of waste have been reduced and the most hazardous wastes 
associated with COMAH sites are no longer treated on site.
• The site is a significant distance from the habitat.
• Regular (weekly) inspections of the site of the site will highlight any pollution 
potential and ensure that any problems can be addressed.
The company have been prosecuted by the former National Rivers Authority, 
Environment Agency and the Health & Safety Executive. There have been 
prohibition notices served under Health & Safety at Work Act, and enforcement 
and suspension notices under Environmental Protection Act 1990. Prohibition 
notices have also been service under the Control of Major Accidents 
Regulations 1999 (COMAH). The company is currently investing and 
improving the site and has reduced total volumes of stock on site.
RISLEY MOSS
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SJ665935 61604 Risley IV Landfill Facility, Moss Side 
Farm, Risley, Warrington, WA3 6BY
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The facility is located approximately 1.2km north east of Risley and 6km north 
east of Warrington in Cheshire. The facility occupies approximately 65 
hectares of land, bounded by an existing landfill to the west, by agricultural 
land on Holcroft Moss and Pestfurlong Moss to the east, the M62 motorway to 
the south and agricultural land to the north.
The geology of the site has been established from published data and from the 
results of site investigations. The sequence underlying the site is comprised of 
peat, glacial till, fluvio-glacial sand and gravel and triassic sandstone.
The site licence was issued on 4 February 1993 to permit the deposit and 
treatment of domestic, industrial, commercial, difficult and special waste, and 
has been the subject of several modifications.
The site is cellular in composition and has an engineered containment 
consisting of a drainage layer, clay and HDPE lining. In addition, there are 
leachate and gas collection systems in place as part of the pollution prevention 
measures on site.
The operation generally has a good record of compliance. There have been 
issues with control of landfill gas from active areas of waste deposit, however, 
these are generally resolved quickly with relatively few complaints. Levels of 
leachate are occasionally marginally above the permitted level, but control is 
readily regained.
The site has classified as a hazardous waste site for the purposes of the landfill 
directive.
SUMMARY
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review due 
to the following considerations.
• The engineered containment of the site will ensure that there is a reduced 
risk to the habitat from leachate and landfill gas generated on site.
• The site is not in close proximity to the habitat.
• A full environmental monitoring programme is carried out.
RISLEY MOSS
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SJ678918
SJ679916
60301A 
60301B
Moss Hall Farm & Fir Tree Farm 
Rixton, Warrington, Cheshire
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The Fir Tree Farm Landfill Site together with the adjacent Moss Hall Farm 
Landfill Site constitute the Collier Rixton sites. The sites were originally worked 
for clay for brick manufacture at the brickworks on Moss Side Lane.
Fir Tree Farm (60301 A) was licensed by Cheshire County Council on 26 
October 1983 and Moss Hall Farm (60301B) on 31 March 1989 to permit the 
disposal of household, commercial and industrial waste including special 
waste. Both licences have been modified on several occasions to reflect 
improved standards of engineering and operation.
The sites are adjacent to each other and operated as one facility only receiving 
waste from the operators waste treatment facility in Manchester. They are 
located immediately to the south of the Warrington to Manchester railway line 
and are bordered to the south and west by agricultural moss land. To the east 
is a closed industrial waste landfill site, operated prior to licensing known as the 
Redland Purle site. The sites are operated on a containment basis with a 
barrier provided by insitu clays in the early years, through reworked clays and 
presently an engineered 1 metre clay liner. Leachate from the waste is 
collected and tankered away for treatment. No significant landfill gas 
generation occurs at the site. A full groundwater, surfacewater and gas 
monitoring programme is in place.
The main compliance issue concerns leachate levels at the sites, which have 
been higher than permitted. The Agency has taken appropriate enforcement 
action in relation to this. Other problems have involved covering of waste, 
odour control and security of the site.
The site is classified as a hazardous waste site under the landfill directive, it is 
understood that it will reclassify in 2004 as a landfill for non-hazardous waste._
SUMMARY
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review due 
to the following considerations:
• The site is some considerable distance from the habitat concerned.
• Prevailing winds are from the south west.
• A full groundwater, surfacewater and gas monitoring programme is in place.
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if Landfill 
within 2km if other 
Risley Moss cSAC
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1: PIR/RAS Authorisations
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC / SSSI
A3. Designated features present:
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable of regeneration.
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of die European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
Any IPC Authorisations and IPPC Permits within 10km of the perimeter of the European site 
boundary or 15km for a power station. Any nuclear sites which hold an operating licence under the 
Nuclear Installations act 1965 within 5km of the European site, any other sites authorised for the 
disposal of radioactive waste within 1km.
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
AA3301 SJ 543 865 Fiddlers Ferry Power Station, Warrington 
Combustion Process 12.5km
AY8549 SJ 728 935 AES Partington Ltd, Carrington 
Combustion Process 5.51cm
AA3026 SJ 597 388 Ineos Silicas Ltd 
Combustion Process 7km
AA7099 SJ 601 862 Solvay Interox Ltd 
Combustion Process 8km
AF7827 SJ 681 903 Transco Pic
Combustion Process 1.5km
AV6779 SJ 727 913 British Gas Pic
Gasification and associated processes 5km
A01276 SJ 597 880 Ineos Silicas Ltd
Inorganic Chemical Processes 7km
AU0180 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd
Inorganic Chemical Processes 3.5km
AIC2386
AK3030
AIC5636
AV5209
AK1070
SJ 710 926 
SJ 712 920
Clariant Life Size Molecules (UK) Ltd 
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 3.5km
AK9801 SJ 597 880 Ineos Silicas Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 71cm
AK6616 SJ 702 998 Lakeland Laboratories Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 81cm
AU0201 SJ 715 923 Libra Chemicals Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 3.51cm
AK4036
AK6489
SJ 737 927 
SJ 736 922
Nova Chemicals Europe Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 61cm
AK6551 SJ 658 895 Shipley Europe Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 21cm
AK7809
AK7817
SJ 596 860 Solvay Interox Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 8.5km
AK3960
AK3978
SJ 595 876 
SJ 598 865
Vinamul Ltd
Manufacture and use of Organic Chemicals 8.5km
AS6918 SJ 639 875 Alcan Aluminum UK Ltd 
Non-ferrous Metals 5km
AK4028
AK4001
AIC4O10
A-K404-0'
AT8576
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
Basell Polyolefins 
Pertochemical Processes 6km
AJ8524
AIC1231
SJ 707 916 Lanstar Waste Treatment 
Recovery Process 3km
RAS within 1km
AB6063 SJ 652 922 British Nuclear Fuel, Capenhurst Works, Risley 
Disposal of Radioactive Waste 1km
AB8902 SJ 652 918 NNC Ltd, Warrington Rd, Risley
Disposal of Radioactive Waste 1km
SECTION J: STAGE 2 -  IPC (Integrated Pollution Control) AUTHORISATIONS
Manchester Mosslands: Risley Moss
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. This will include IPC authorisations and 
variations, and IPC authorised discharges to sewer. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further details on 
these permissions.________________________________________________________________________________
J l. Do any emissions from the relevant authorised processes exceed an action level at part or all of the 
European site? (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission NGR 1% of EAL exceeded
1% of CL 
exceeded
AA3301 NOx, SOx SJ 543 865 -
AY8549 Authorisation revoked -  
no further assessment
SJ 728 935
AA3026 NOx, SOx SJ 597 388 N -
AA7099 NOx, SOx SJ 601 862 N -
AF7827 NOx, SOx SJ 681 903 N -
AV6779 Ethylene, methane, NOx SJ 727 913 -
A01276 Ammonia SJ 597 880 N -
AU0180 HCFC SJ 715 923 N N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
Hydrogen chloride, S02, 
nickel, methylene 
chloride, benzene, 
butene, NOx
SJ 710 926 
SJ 712 920
N N
AK9801 VOCs SJ 597 880 N -
AK6616 CO, Co2, Nox, S02, 
VOCs, Diethyl sulphate
SJ 702 998 N
AU0201 amines SJ 715 923 -
AK4036
AK6489
NOx, styrene, S02, 
xylene, pentane
SJ 737 927 
SJ 736 922
N N
AK6551 VOCs SJ 658 895 -
AK7809
AK7817
Acetic acid, VOCs,
Trimethyl-benzene,
Arsenic
SJ 596 860 N
AK3960
AK3978
VOCs, Ethylene, Acet- 
aldehyde, vinyl-chloride, 
vinyl-acetate, styrene
SJ 595 876 
SJ 598 865
N
AS6918 NOx, SOx SJ 639 875 N -
AK4028
AK4001
AK4010
Ammonia, ethylene 
oxide, HCFCs, NOx 
acetone, ethylene, 
methanol, propene, 
hydrogen chloride
SJ 737 927 
SJ 738 922
N N
32. What is the initial judgement of significance for the emissions identified in J l?  (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission
Likely to have a significant effect? 
-yes or no
Alone In Combination
AA3301 Y
Y
AY8549 As above -
AA3026 N Y
AA7099 N Y
AF7827 Y
Y
AV6779 N
Y
AO 1276 N N
AU0180 N
N
AK2386
AK3030
AK5636
AV5209
AK1070
N Y
AK9801 N
AK6616 N Y
AU0201 N n ...:.
AK4036
AK6489
N Y
AK6551 Y
Y
AK7809
AK7817
N
AK3960
AK3978
N
s '
AS6918 N Y
AK4028 N Y
hydrogen chloride
AJ8524
AK1231
VOCs, Hydrogen 
chloride, hydrogen 
bromide, NOx, S02, 
antimony, arsenic
SJ 707 916 N N
AK4001 
AK4010 
_AK40-l-0---- —
AJ8524
AK1231
N Y
J3. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in J2:
(This should be set out in terms o f the criteria for significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agencies view. Expand beyond a page if necessary)
Sensitive to: Toxic contamination, nutrient enrichment, acidification, changes to thermal regime, smothering 
-  currently in unfavourable condition.
There is no mechanism for discharges to controlled waters/sewer to affect the habitat.
Releases to air have been considered as set out in attached additional information
No individual site exceeded the 1% threshold for significant effect for any substance
Oxides o f nitrogen in combination exceeded the threshold (1.1% of the critical level) and therefore it is
proposed to progress to Stage 3 assessment.
Sulphur dioxide releases also exceeded the 1% threshold -  however releases have been overestimated as it 
has been assumed that every relevant site released 10 tonnes per annum (reportable threshold on ISR).
It is proposed that S02  emissions will be considered in detail prior to Stage 3 assessment to determine more 
precisely the likely effect.
AA3301 -  Fiddlers Ferry Power Station is automatically being progressed to Stage 3 for appropriate 
assessment. Modelling of in-combination effects of power stations is being done at a national level.
Note on assessments -
EAL’s were obtained from the following sources:
Agency document E l (Best Practicable Environmental Option Assessments for IPC) and HI (IPPC 
Environmental Assessment and Appraisal o f BAT).
If an EAL for a particular substance was not listed in the above then either a suitable surrogate was used or 
an EAL was inferred by reference to HSE Document EH40 which lists Operator Exposure Limits for a range 
of substances (see table attached).
Specifically for NOx and SOx i.e. those which were considered to be significant enough to take forward to 
Stage 3 then a CL o f 30 and 20 ug/m3 respectively were used.
As for multiple emissions, the cumulative contribution for each substance was estimated taking into account 
distance/direction from habitat and typical meteorological conditions and this cumulative total was compared 
to the respective EALs/CLs.
J4. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no)
Yes
J5. If not what is the new assessment? ( See Appendix 7)
SUPPORTING INFORMATION:
HABITATS ASSESSMENT MANCHESTER MOSSES AND RIXTON CLAY PITS
An assessment was carried out for the above habitats for every IPC process regulated by PIR 
east team within 1 Okm.
An internally developed screening methodology was used to assess the potential impact of 
releases from the site. The screen uses Manchester 10 year statistical meteorological data to 
predict ground level concentrations which are then compared to the appropriate 
Environmental Assessment Levels (EALs) or Critical Levels (CLs). The current Agency 
guidance uses 1% of the EAL or CL to determine if  the release is likely to have a significant 
effect.
Information on annual releases o f relevant substances was obtained from the Inventory 
Sources and Releases (ISR) database maintained by the Agency.
The following assumptions have been made:
Where the ISR return for a substance was stated as being Below Reportable Threshold 
(BRT), it is assumed that the release is at the threshold limit e.g. 10 tonnes for sulphur 
dioxide. In practice this will result in an overestimation of the releases and subsequently an 
overestimation of the impact on the habitats.
It is assumed that the peak ground level concentrations from all the sources will coincide 
spatially i.e. each source will have the greatest impact on the same part o f the habitat. In 
reality this is unlikely to occur and is therefore a conservative approach.
The potential impact o f NOx and S02 has been considered against the critical levels for 
assessment of sensitive vegetation. Note these standards are more stringent than the 
respective long-term EQSs and their use introduces a pessimistic approach.
Where there was no reference data for a specific substance, a chemically similar substance 
was selected (see table below). This approach, although by no means perfect, is considered 
acceptable given the lack o f reference data available in certain cases.
Substance Surrogate Eal assumed ng/m"3
amines dimethylamine 180
butene ethene (xlOO) 120000
ethyl toluene ethylbenzene 4350
halons bromotrifluoromethane 61000
HCFCs tetrachlorodifluoromethane 8340
HFCs tetrachlorodifluoromethane 8340
PFCs tetrachlorodifluoromethane 8340
propane butane 14300
propene butane 14300
1,1,2,2 tetrachlorothane tetrachloroethylene 3350
Tom Bruce 
PIR Inspector 
21 March 2002
SECTION TO­ ST AGE 2 - DISPOSAL AUTHORISATIONS UNDER RSA93
(Radioactive Substances Act 1993^
These permissions will be reviewed under the general power contained in Habitat Regulation 3(4). This will 
include both RAS authorisations for nuclear sites and other sites for radioactive waste. See Chapter 3 of generic 
guidance for further details on these permissions.
K l. What is the initial judgement of significance for the authorisations identified in SECTION A? (See 
Appendix 8)
Authorisation Disposal Likely to have a significant effect? - yes or no
Alone In Combination
AB6063 No disposal at this site No No
AB8902 To foul sewer No No
K2. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in K l:
(This should be se t out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agency's view. Expand beyond a p age  if  necessary)
There is no potential for impact from either of the above RAS authorisations for the following reasons:
AB6063: There is no disposal at the grid reference shown for this site, it is purely an administrative centre.
AB8902: Disposal is to foul sewer, and since there in no connectivity with any surface water and Risley 
Moss cSAC there could not be any possible impact upon the site.
K3. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
K4. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 8)
K5. * English Nature/Countryside Council fo r  Wales have been consulted and support the judgements of 
significance set out for the RAS (radioactive substance) authorisations in SECTION K by the 
Environment Agency:
(Signed on beh alf o f  *English Nature/Countrysicle Council fo r  Wales)
Signature:
Date:
Printed name: Position: Nominated contact poin t
If English Nature/Countryside Council for Wales disagree with the assessment of likely significance they should 
do so in writing citing clear reasons for their objection. Replies should reach the Agency within 20 working days 
of the date of receipt unless agreed otherwise.
IPPC within 10km 
RAS within 1km 
Risley Moss cSAC
GROUNDWATER LEVEL CONTOURS YEAR: 1995. SHEET 1 Of 1 •
GROUNDWATER LEVEL CONTOURS YEAR: 1975 SHEET 1 OF i ■

Key to hand-drawn map -  Solid Geology
Lines:
Red -  3km buffer around SACs 
Blue -  geological boundary 
Green -  boundaries of SAC
Shading:
Brown area to south -  Mercia Mudstone (non aquifer)
Brown areas to north -  Manchester Marls (non aquifer) and Coal measures (minor aquifer) 
Red area -  Sherwood Sandstone (major aquifer)
Other information:
• The site catchment areas are most likely to be only the peat areas.
• Risley moss is underlain by Mercia Mudstone and so NOT fed by groundwater.
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B e d r o c k  Om O.D  C o n t o u r
SITE ISSUES BRIEFING v2.4
1. Site name and designation: Manchester Mosses pSAC
2. Features (list)
1.2 Degraded raised bog still capable o f regeneration
3. Site condition Degree of confidence
[favourable/unfavourable] (high/medium/low)
3a. If unfavourable, list features contributing to this judgement: 
Degraded raised bog.
I. Level of complexity
i. Number of Agency consents: <100; 700-7.000: 1,000-10,'000; >10,000) 
(Close to 100)
ii. Number of SSSIs: 3
iii. Total area of site: 173 Ha
iv. Estimated level of site knowledge: (High/Medium/Low)
5. Current Status of Review of Consents Process
Not started
6. Date of entry: 30/01/01 
Version No: 1.1
7. Site priority:
1
8 Issues matrix (best judgement at present)
Issue/factor Impact/Risk* Responsibility Features at risk Information source and comments3 2 1 0 Agency Others
Contamination (From air pathway) ✓ ✓ ✓ DRB PIR comment -  pSAC impacted upon by air pollutants from Fiddlers Ferry power station.
Contamination 
(From water & land)
Toxic ? ✓ DRB Munitions from Risley?
Non-toxic ? DRB EP comment -  no known problems resulting from landfills in area.
Problematic
hydrology
Flow ✓
Lowered water table ✓ DRB Risley Moss Restoration Plan (95) *Not currently being effected by abstractions.
Water level management ✓ ✓ ✓ DRB Risley Moss Restoration Plan (95) *
Land drainage ✓ ✓ ■/ DRB Risley Moss Restoration Plan (95) * Occurring both on and off site.
Land use (catchment/off-site land use) ✓ ✓ V DRB Risley Moss Restoration Plan (95) * Agricultural land use in surrounding area.
Site management ✓ ✓ DRB
Risley Moss Restoration Plan (95) *
Scrub, molinia, trees on site. Site management in 
progress.
Fisheries management ✓
Flood & Coastal defence ✓
Non-physical disturbance (eg.noise / recreation) V ✓ DRB
Physical damage (eg. dredging/trampling) V ✓ DRB
Biological Disturbance (eg.non-natives, extraction) V ✓ DRB
Habitat fragmentation/barriers to migration ✓ DRB
* 3, Impact on feature; 2, High risk; 1, likely low risk/uncertain risk; 0, No exposure/irrelevant
* Peatland rehabilitation M Plan for Risley Moss ECUS (95)
* Distribution and status of lowland peat in the Mersey Basin Area EN (92)
* Prioritisation of lowland raised peatland in Greater Manchester & Merseyside ECUS (94 & 95)
2
9. Other Initiatives addressing Issues (tick)
Planning mechanisms/strategies1
□ Local Environment Agency Plans (LEAPs)
□ Air quality plans/strategies
□ Waste Management strategies
El Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) - FUTURE
□ Salmon Action Plans
□ River SSSI Conservation Strategies
□ Coastal Habitat Management Plan
□ Shoreline and Estuary Management Plan
EG Other Restoring Sustainable Abstractions Programme (RSAP) Initiatives 
Management
□ Water Level Management Plan
□ Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
ED Agri-environment initiatives (Countryside Stewardship)
□ River quality objectives
□ Eutrophication Control Action Plan 
E] Wildlife enhancement scheme
Regulation/licensing/consenting
E] Abstraction licensing review
□ Urban Wastewater Treatment
Periodic Review Programmes
□ Water industry
El IPC/IPPC / Waste licence four yearly reviews 
Specific Projects
□ EU-LIFE demonstration projects
□ Alleviation of low flow projects
Others (text) Greater Manchester and E.Cheshire Groundwater Study 
Landfill tax restoration project at Holcroft 
EN funded restoration project at Risley
10. Key contact
Key contact for site: A nnaTyers
Address: EN Wigan
Contact no: 01942 614019
1 The Site should be directly affected by the implementation of these plans, i.e. although all catchments in the UK will 
have a CAMS developed, the box should only be ticked if the Natura 2000 site is likely to be affected by its 
implementation
3
